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I. INTRODUCTION 
A, Physical Motivation 
Tlie significance of symmetry in physics has long been recognized* 
The usual procedure in exploiting the syinraetry possessed by a particular 
physical system is to find an invariance group of operations which pre­
serve the syrametry possessed by the system. This leads to conservation 
laws such as those of energy^ linear momentum^ and angular momentum. The 
operations of the invariance group carry the dynamical system from one 
dynamically possible state of motion to another; thus the possible quan­
tum states of the system are in exact correspondence i-xith the irreducible 
representations of the group. The irreducible representations of the in­
variance group do not mix, and as a result the equations of motion for a 
state specified by a particular irreducible representation are mathema­
tically uncoupled from any other irreducible representation. An exanç)le 
of this is partial wave analysis as used in scattering theory, whereby 
the scattering aiirolitude is expressed as a superposition of irreducible 
representations of the three-dimensional rotation 'group. 
Although symraetry and invariance groups have been quite useful in 
physics in various ways, they have failed to uncover much of the dynamics 
of physical problems. In particular, for the case of scattering theory 
it has been the property of analyfcicity in scattering amplitudes which 
shows • the relationships between scattering at different energies and which 
gives the connection between different energy channels. Analyticity may 
bo considered either as a dynamical postulate or as a consequence of some 
deeper postulates. Hence symmetry alone gives no connection between-
different energies and therefore very little information about the 
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dynamics of the problem. In order to correct this, syrmetiy mist be 
enlarged to embrace some of the aspects described by dynamics, e.g. the 
potential, or analyticity postiGLates. This has led to the concept of 
"dynamical groups." 
Symmetry and analyticity can be combined together in the theory of 
the analytic scattering matrix (S-matrix). Analytic continuation of the 
components of energy-momentum four-vectors is used in order to prove 
crossing symmetry. Clearly any S-matrix element depending on Lorentz 
invariant scalar products of four-vectors is invariant under conçlex as 
ijoll as real Lorentz transformations. Thus it seems as if analysis under 
the cotrrolex Lorentz group should have the merits of symmetry analysis and 
at the same time include the very important dynamical principle of 
crossing symmetry. 
The first step, rather than studying the complex Lorentz groiç), 
should be to study a simpler group as a model. Since the complex rotation 
group in three dimensions 0(3,C) is isomorphic to the real, restricted 
Lorentz group (Hacfarlane 1962), this is a good choice. Furthermore, if 
the program works out, there should be an application to non-relativistic 
scattering theory. The S-matrix can be shoi-m to be invariant to the group 
of coii^lcx rotations, and hence a partial wave analysis should be possible 
in terms of complex rotation group irreducible representations. The rela­
tionships to conventional partial t-javes and to the conventional analytic 
properties of the S-matrix would be of interest. 
This thesis concentrates on developing the mathematical tools for the 
above-mentioned program. No applications are included in this work. The 
stage of development is discussed in the last chapter. 
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Because of the isomorphism of the two groups, the harmonic func­
tions of the coïïÇ)lex rotation group would also carry the irreducible 
representations of the real, restricted Lorentz group. Thus this con­
nection seizes as an additional motivation for working i-ri.th the corçlex 
rotation group. A further understanding of the Lorentz group is a 
possible result of this work. The infinite-dimensional unitary repre­
sentations of the Lorentz group have received considerable attention ±n 
past years. Dirac (19i;5), Gel'fand and ïïaïmark (19I4.6), and Harish-Utiandra 
(191:7) did the original work and classified all of the unitary irreducible 
representations. Representations on the space of complex valued functions 
were constructed by Gel'fand and îîaïmark (T9h7). Dolginov, et al. (1956, 
I960) found unitary representations of the Lorentz group by analytic con­
tinuation of the unitary representations of the four-dimensional rotation 
group, and Strom (19Ô5) derived matrix elements of unitary representations 
by a method of integrating the infinitesimal relations. Unitary represen­
tations of the Lorentz group on four-vector manifolds for the case of zero 
spin were obtained by ïlussain (196$) and Zmuidzinas (1966). Recently 
Chang and 0 ' Raifeartaigh (1968) and Greiman (1969) have derived unitary 
representations on a conformai group basis instead of the usual rotation 
group basis. In this thesis functions which carry the unitary representa­
tions of the Lorentz group are obtained by working directly with the com­
plex rotation group. 
In this thesis the term "harmonic functions" of a group is used in 
rcferencc to the mathematical functions which carry the irreducible repre­
sentations of that group. The term "harmonics" arose originally in the 
description of the modes of vibration of a string fastened at both ends. 
In Fourier analysis the complete orthonormal set of functions for the 
interval of study became knowi as the harmonic functions» This term 
T-ra.s further generalized t-7ith the introduction of the spherical harmonic 
functions as the carriers of the irreducible representations of the 
three-dimensional rotation group. It is "with the latter meaning that 
"harmonic functions" is used in this thesis. The functions are used in 
the harmonic analysis associated id-th the coirolex rotation group. Har­
monic analysis is the theory of expressing functions defined on a mani­
fold in terms of the irreducible representations of a given group, 
B, Work Done in this Thesis 
Chapter 2 describes the coiiçjlex rotation grorç x-iith both infinites­
imal and finite transformations being considered. The infinitesimal 
generators are i-iritten in terms of the components of the real and ima­
ginary parts of a complex three-vector. Chapter 3 contains a treatment 
of the irreducible representations of the complex rotation group. The 
invariants of the group are derived, and the labeling of the basis states 
in a representation is developed. 
In Chapter h a parametrization for the complex three-vector is 
chosen, and the generators of the group are constructed in terras of four 
pararaetorG, The invariant volume element of the complex rotation group 
id found. The results are original. 
Chapter 5 contains the R(Ii) analogy. The rotation group in four 
dimensions is studied in a manner exactly parallel to that used for the 
complex rotation group. The group structure is analyzed; the generators 
of the group are constructed in a. chosen parametrization; and the eigen­
value equations are developed. Three different but equivalent forms of 
the R(lt) solutions are found by use of the fact that R(ii) is locally iso-
morpliic to the direct product of two 11(3) groups. Because of the close 
relationship of the two groups, the solutions to the R(ii) eigenvalue 
equations are useful in solving similar equations for the complex rotation 
group. The results of Chapter S are original. 
Three different sets of solutions to the eigenvalue equations of the 
comnlcx rotation group are found in Chapter 6. They are obtained via 
analytic continuation of the R(ii) solutions. A method of solution exactly 
parallel to that for the R(U) equations could not be rigorously proven 
because of the presence of rotation matrices with cormlex angular momentum 
but is presented in the Appendix as a matter of interest. Chapter 6 and 
the Appendix contains original work. 
In Chapter 7 a study is made of the coupling coefficient contained in 
the solutions to the complex rotation group eigenvalue equations. The 
coefficient is the coiqplex generalization of the R(3) ŒLebsch-Gordan coef­
ficient as introduced by Andrews and Gunson (1961:)* Recurrence relation­
ships satisfied by the coupling coefficient are derived and are identical 
%'jith the R(3) case; the results of this work are original. 
The properties of the solutions to the eigenvalue equations of the 
complex rotation group are examined closely in Chapter 8. The solutions 
arc seen to contain the associated Legendre function of degree , 
l:nox-nn. as the associated conical function. For the associated conical 
functions an orthogonality property is proven, and an expansion theorem 
is established by use of the Titchmarsh eigenfunction expansion theory 
(1962). The results of the expansion theorem agree %-n.th the generalized 
Mehler formulas as listed in I-îagnus, et al. (1966). A non-conventional 
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orthogonality property is derived for the conplex rotation grotp harmonic 
functions. It is shorn that certain expansions can be made in tenns of 
the harmonic functions. The results of Chapter 8 are original. 
In Chapter 9 the conclusions of this thesis are listed and discussed. 
Possible future work is suggested. 
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II. THE COI'ffLSX ROTATION GROUP 
The complex rotation group 0(3,C) is the groTjp of complex transforma­
tions i-jith typical group element r which carry the complex three-vector 
^ = X + iy, >jhere x and y are real three-vectors, into the vector "z' •whose 
components are given by 
Zj (i, j = 1, 2, 3) (2.1) 
and whereby the normis preserved. In other words, complex 
rotations are singly complex orthogonal transformations in a complex 
space of three dimensions. The vectors which span the three-dimensional 
conçlex space can be thought of as being formed from the space and time 
components of an antisymmetric tensor field (Kiirsimoglu 1961). The com­
plex rotation groiç) has six essential parameters. 
In matrix notation Eq. 2,1 can be written as 
R2 , (2.2) 
where 2.' and % are coriplex three-component coltmn matrices and R is 
the 3x3 coEçlex rotation matrix with elements r^^ • The preservation 
of the norm 
= Z^Z , (2.3) 
where represents the row matrix which is the transpose of the column 
matrix , places the follov-jing condition on the transformation matrices: 
R -13 , '2.1.) 
where is the 3x3 unit matrix. This is equivalent to the condition 
that the determinant of R , det R , equals ± 1. Transformation 
matrices R i-iith det R = +1 (-1 ) describe proper (iinproper) corg)lex 
rotations. Only proper complex rotations tfill be considered in this work. 
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A. Infinitesimal Generators 
The complex rotation matrices form a grotip, -with the group operation 
being matrix multiplication. The elements of the infinitesimal conplex 
rotation matrix R can be ifritten as 
^ij " ^^ij ' 
where the S are the elements of the unit matrix and the € ^^ are 
coTirolex infinitesimals. From the conditions iuçosed on the r. . by 
Sq, 2,h9 it followB that 
(2.6) 
or, in other words, the infinitesimal transformation matrix & tjxth 
elements € ^ - is antisymmetric. Tlius ifith the matrix R in the form 
R = 
the matrix \ 6 can be expressed as 
(2.7) 
»£ = 
0 
V'^^3 0 = lidjTj "ip. 3j) (2.8) 
]] - I 
where oL j and ^ ^ are real infinitesimals and the 3"^ are defined by 
the matrices i- _ 
0 633 -632 
0 S3, (2.9) 
Sj2 0 
The 3i]{ generators of complex infinitesimal rotations in the complex 
space are ^ and i J^ , The former generates real rotations (conven­
tional rotations), and the latter generates pure imaginary rotations 
(velocity transformations). 
The infinitesimal generators can be found in operator form by con­
sidering the transformation properties of a scalar function 
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f(z^, z^) = Xg) ^2' ^ 3' ^ 3^ defined in the complex three-
dimensional space. The treatment is similar to that of Rose (1957) for 
real rotations. The complex rotation R carries the function f(z^, z^) 
into the original function of the rotated coordinates: 
f(zy , Zg'  ^3) = R V ^3) • (2.10) 
For the special case that R is an infinitesimal real rotation of dH* about 
the tlaree-axLs, one can use Eqs. 2.7 and 2.8 to write the transfoimation 
equations : 
2i'= - 22 dY 5 
Zg' = Zg + z^ 64" , (2.11 ) 
=3 = Z3 . 
Separating the real and imaginary parts, one obtains 
x^'= ^l - Xg dM" , y^'= y^ - yg d4' , 
Xg' = Xg + X, dM* , and y^' = y^ + y^ dY , (2.12) 
X3' = x^ , yy = y^ . 
The left side of %. 2.10 can be expanded to first order as 
. (2.13) 
The right side of Eq. 2.10 can be expressed in terms of the infinitesimal 
generator : 
R3W = [1 <• ,z,) . 
Combination of the two previous equations gives 
J3 = -I [(X I? « , (2-15) 
which is the expected form since the real and imaginary parts of the com­
plex throe-vector transform separately under a real rotation. In a 
similar manner the generators J, and 3^ of infinitesimal real rotations 
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about the 1-ajd.s and 2-axis are foTxad. The exact forms of and are 
seen by making a cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3 in the expression for T3 • 
Thiis the operator J is i^ritten in the vector form: 
Î = + ^5 «?,")] . (2.16) 
Now for the special case of an infinitesimal pure imaginary rotation 
of \ di> about the 3-axis, one finds the coordinate transformation equa­
tions to be 
x/ = + yg (Iv , y^' = y^ - Xg dv , 
Xg' = ^2 - y^ dv , and y^' = yg + dv > (2.17) 
, 7^  = 7^  . 
In this case the left side of Eq, 2,10 can be expanded to first order as 
fW/iX) = [1 + -*2% ' Hh.h.h) • (2-18) 
The right side of Eq. 2,10 can be i-iritten in terms of the infinitesimal 
generator ( *3. in pre'vious matrix formulation): 
V^3ivdv) + (2.19) 
Cornparison of the two previous equations yields 
K; = . (2.20) 
This form is expected since a pure imaginary rotation mixes the real and 
imaginary parts oi' the complex three-vector. Similarly derived are the 
geîieratorG K, and V<^ of infinitesimal pure imaginary rotations about the 
1-a:cis and 2-axis respectively. Their forms are obtained by making.a 
cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3 in 3q, 2.20, In vector form the operator K 
is e:cprcssed as 
K (2x9,)] . (2.21) 
n 
The coTOTnuoation relations of the six generators j and K are 
found to be 
k' ""jl ' "'k ' 
Ih' "j] " -fijk •'k ' (2.22) 
Bi' g ' 
where E is the Lévi-Civita symbol defined by 
r +1 if even permutation of 1, 2, 3 
= < -1 if odd permutation of 1, 2, 3 (2.23) 
L 0 othenn.se . 
Thus it is seen that the generators of the complex rotation group 0(3,0) 
obey the same commutation rules as do the six generators of the real, 
restricted Lorentz group. The two groups have the same number of inde­
pendent parameters, and their Lie algebras have identical structures. 
These similarities suggest that the two groups might be isomoiphic# This 
has in fact been proven by rlacfarlane (1962 ) who obtained explicit formu­
las that realize the isomorphism of the coTrç)lex rotation group and the 
Lorentz group, '^krlior Kur^imoglu (1961) had discussed a coirçilex orthog­
onal representation of the Lorentz group, 
B, Finite Transformations 
A finite conplex rotation can be built up from a succession of 
infinitesimal ones; this is done by exponentiation of an infinitesimal 
complex rotation. Typical coiirolex rotations are denoted by 
R, = exp[ i (()>T I X")!, ] ^ 
= exp[", (e + i|jL)32 ] ^ (2.2U) 
= exp[î(v+'iv) J3I 
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where the subscripts of R give the axis of rotation about which the 
complex rotation is to be inade» 
A coTirolex rotation of magnitude ( + i "U ) about the 3-axis is chosen 
to be an example. The transformation matrix has the form: 
%!)) 0 
0 0 1 
) 
where cos (\y + iD ) = cosH' cosh y - i sinM' sinhi) 
sin (H'+ iV ) = sin Y cosh 9 + i cos V sinhV 
From the matrix transformation equation 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
Z' = R, Ï (2.27) 
one obtains the following equations: 
z^'= (z^ cos vp - Zg sin^y ) coshv - i (z^ sin Y + Zg ) sinh-p , 
^2*~ (^2 + Zq sin^) cosh 9 - i (z^ sin Y - z^ cos^) sinh 9 , 
Zq^= 2^ . (2.28) 
By equating the real and imaginary parts of the above equations, one gets 
transformation equations for each corgonent of the complex three-vector. 
The complex rotation by R^( + ii) ) corresponds to a real rotation of 
magnitude ^ about the 3-axis plus a uniform motion with velocity v 
(where tanhv = ^ ) along the 3-axis. This is made apparent by looking 
at the two special cases of first V = 0 and then ^ = 0. 
For the special case of a real rotation, i.e. "V = 0, one obtains the 
transformation equations 
x^' = x^ cos(y - Xg sin , y^' = y^ cos vy - y^ sin Y , 
Xg' = Xg cos\y + sin v^J , and y^' = y^ cos Y + 7^ sin vy , 
= :y J y^'= (2.29) 
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for a real rotation of magnitude about the 3-axis. The real and 
imaginary parts of the coitrolex three-vector transform separately as real 
three-vectors• 
For the special case of a pure itnaginary rotation, i.e. = 0, one 
gets the transformation equations 
x^'= cosh V + y2 sinh v , 7  ^' = J-j cosh V - sinh ^  , 
Xg' = X2 cosh V - y  ^ sinh 1) , and cosh v + x  ^ sinh p , 
(2.30) 
for a rotation of magnitude iv about the 3-axis. The transformation 
mixes the real and imaginary parts of the complex three-vector. If the 
identification tanh -jj = g is made, the above equations correspond to a 
velocity transformation (pure Lorentz transformation) along the 3-sxis for 
the components of an antisymmetric second ranlc tensor izith the x^ and y^ 
being identified as the spatial and time parts of the tensor respectively. 
Probably the most familiar example of a transformation of this type is a 
Lorentz transformation of the electromagnetic field vectors i-nritten as 
the complex three-vector E + i H • 
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III. IRREDUCIBLS RSPHSSENTATIONS OF THE COIffLEX ROTATION GROUP 
The complex rotation group has tiTO invariant operators which connraite 
viith each of the six generators 3 and K of the group. These so-called 
Casimir operators are and 3'*K , and their eigenvalues are 
used to label the irreducible unitary representations of 0(3,C). The 
solutions of the J ' K and j * K eigenvalue equations t-ri.ll be 
called the harmonic functions of the conrolex rotation grotip, and these 
functions carry the irreducible representations of the groijp. Since the 
complex rotation group and the real, restricted Lorentz group have been 
shovm to be isomorphic (Macfarlane 1962), the harmonic functions of 
0(3,0) also carry the irreducible representations of the Lorentz group. 
The labeling of the unitary representations of the homogeneous Lorentz 
group is well knom (Harish-Chandra 192:7). For unitary representations 
the tiro invariants of the Lorentz group have the values 
, J-K=iv , (3.1) 
where Jc is positive integral or half-integral and V is real. For 
the case X = 0, then l)^> -1. The irreducible representations of the 
coTTOlex rotation group t-Jill be characterized in the same manner. 
Since the coirgjlex rotation group contains the group of real rotations 
in three dimensions, R(3), as a subgroup, the basis states of an 0(3,0) 
representation may also be labeled by the irreducible representations 
of R(3)o The diagonal operators of this R(3) basis are and 
^3 ' ljm> = jlj-hl) Ijm) 
T r \ \ • \ ' (3.2) 
^3 1^^/ = W U^/ 
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where j is equal to positive integral or half-integral values or zero and 
m goes in integral steps from -j to +j. The two labels j and m pliis the 
scalar values of the Casimir operators T -K and are stiffi-
cient to label completely the irreducible representations of 0(3,C)# The 
eigenvalues of K and J "K vri.ll later be shown to equal 
and ^ i) respectively, where A is the minimum value of j 
(hence zero or positive integer or half-integer) and V is any real 
number. Tlie 0(3,C) harmonic functions are thus defined by the following 
four eigenvalue equations: 
m) jllvjm) (3.3) 
By choice of a suitable coordinate system in the R(3) subspace, the matrix 
elements of the operators J and K are given by the foUot-rijig relations 
(suppressing the labels ^ in ): 
I »  =  \ j  m ± i )  ^  
and 
\ i ® >  
+ hf U-l m) 
^ ) 
f- .1% , . V (3*5) 
- V \^-i mil") 
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= T, - » 
K. -=K,ii K. , (3.6) 
J ^ ^ vVl'-'-i -1 
The preceding matrix elements of J "Hill not be explicitly derived 
in this work. The derivation can be found in most of the standard text­
books on angular momentum theory (see for example. Rose 19S7)# 
Before finding the matrix elements of and the eigenvalues of 
the Casimir operators, one must first derive the so-called reduced matrix 
elements of K , The tensor properties of the operator i\ and the 
viigner-Eckart Ttieorem t-Jill be used. The treatment -will be that of 
Pursey (196$)% 
K is a vector operator and hence transforms like an irreducible 
first rank tensor, I^ } under rotations: 
RK^'R" = , <3.7) 
where is the R(3) rotation matrix of angular momentum unity. 
V.0 
T!ie tensor operator K ^ is defined in terms of the conroonents of K : 
tl : 
IZjs 
and obeys the hermiticity property 
, U.9) 
^Purocy, D. L,, Ames, Iowa. Group theory classroom notes. Private 
communication. 196$* 
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The xolloi-iing irreducible tensor commutator is defined: 
I  K . C j  V A yi A > J 
where is a Clebsch-Gordan (G-G) coefficient. 
By interchanging X and |A. in the C-G coefficient and shifting the 
coimnutator on the right side of the above equation, one can show that 
and hence 
—V) 
where the coitroonents of the tensor operator 0 ^ are given by 
rr - u/ . 
r: -
(3.13) 
£q, 3,10 can be rei-iritten in terms of the irreducible tensor product 
[K"^ VC"^! Ï 2 (3.Ik) 
Combining Bqs. 3»12 and 3»1U, one gets 
- Il r; . 
Taking the matrix elements of the preceding equation >rith respect to the 
states and and using the Wigner-Sckart Theorem, one 
= (3.,6) 
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whore the denote reduced matrix elements. The C-G coeffi­
cient on each side of the equation can be divided out if its value is 
non-aero, C-G coefficients do not vanish on the condition that the three 
angular momenta (j*, 1, and j in this case) obey the triangle rule; this 
yields the selection rule 
y = j, j ± 1 . (3.17) 
By cancelling out the two C-G coefficients and taking the reduced matrix 
element to have the value +i ) (2 j+1 )^ ^  
(?ano and Racah 1959) in Eq, 3,16, one gets 
The general formula for the reduced matrix element of an irreducible 
tensor product is given by Fano and Racah (1959): 
(3.19) 
y \ j ! > 
wliere W is the TJignor 6-j symbol. By use of the preceding equation, 
one gets Sq, 3,18 in the form: 
According to the selection rule in Sq, 3.17, there are three cases 
to be considered: (1) j' = j+1, (2) j' = j-1, (3) j' = Since 
cases (1 ) and (2) give equivalent equations, only case (1) need be exam­
ined here. It reduces to the follotriing equation: 
I 
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Obviously each side of the equation is independent of j so that one can 
set _ . 
= vB J (3.22) i Hi.» 2yM 
where B is a constant independent of j. Case (3) reduces to the 
equation 
-  I  ( i l ir irOO-' lKii )  
= -&] - [j' - T _ 
(3.23) 
which inç)lies that one can identify 
J 
(3.24) 
where is a constant independent of j. The angular momentum j is a 
positive integer or half-integer or zero. There must exist a mininram 
value of j, say Ji , for which the ladder of reduced matrix elements 
terminates : 
11 K'" 11 M)" = 0 . (3.25) 
For this case Eq, 3,2U gives for f\ 
K = J 
It is convenient to x-rrite 
d = iv 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
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so that then Ai becomes 
A = n'' - (3.28) 
where V is a real nmnber and Jt is the ndninrum value of j* Substitution 
into ISqs, 3,22 and 3*2b gives for the reduced matrix elements of : 
O I I K ' l i )  =  U ,  [ % ]  ^  
(3.29) 
Now that the task of calculating the reduced, matrix elements is com-
plated, the matrix elements of K can be found. Previously selection 
rules for the j-values were- established in Sq, 3.17» Selection rules for 
the m-values follow from the commutation relations 
= 0 , 
The preceding relations imply that 
= oc Ijw} 
K+1 j 1U Ml -
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
where <X^ and oC are coefficients to be determined. Thus matrix ele­
ments of K_ J and with reference to j'm'l and. 
must have m' = m+1, m-1, m respectively in addition to j' = j±1 in 
order to be non-zero. The relationships of K+ and to the coTiçjonents 
21 
of the tensor operator are 
Kr-'Kt . 
(3.32) 
By "usir^ the preceding equations, the Wigner-Eckart Theorem, a set of 
tables of C-G coefficients, the reduced matrix; elements of K from 
Sq, 3*29, and the selection rules for j ' and m', one can easily calculate 
the non-zero matrix elements of K+ and ifith reference to the states 
and \ j results are seen to coincide exactly ifith 
the relations given earlier in Sq, 3»5» 
i'lext, the eigenvalues of the Casimir operators and T'K 
in an 0(3,C) irreducible representation can be found in terras of 3l and 1) . 
The operators are i-jritten in the form 
= r-(K.K.^K; .1,^, , 
?-K = HT.K. + T.K,) + T3K, . 
Taking the expectation values of the operators iri-th reference to the 
states ^ 3 tY\ \ and \ j y(\^ , one obtains 
_ (3.3b) 
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By use of the matrix elements of J and ^ as given in Eqs. 3.L and 3*5j 
one finally gets after some work: 
<T'-K'> = , 
(3.35) 
<J-K> = is> 
for the cigen-values of the two Casimir operators. The label A is the 
minimum value of the angular momentum j and hence is positive integral or 
half-integral or zero whereas is any real number. 
There is no upper limit for j in a unitary irreducible representation; 
so that means unitary irreducible representations of the coitçlex rotation 
group are infinite-dimensional (except for the one-dimensional trivial 
representation). The four numbers ^ , V , j, im are used to character­
ize the 0(3,0) harmonic functions which carry the unitary irreducible 
representations of the group. These four numbers give complete and 
unique labeling for the 0(3,C) irreducible representations. 
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17. Dimsjomsm OF the generators in a CHOSEN PARA^IETRIZATION 
In Chapter 2 the infinitesimal generators T and K of the coiiçlex 
rotation group are expressed in terms of the couponents of the real and 
imaginary parts of the conrolex three-vector. It is the purpose of this 
chapter to choose a parametrization for the complex three-vector and then 
to develop the generators in terms of the chosen parametrization* 
A, Choice of Complex Three-Vector of Unit Magnitude 
In Eqs« 2«16 and 2.21 the generators J and ^ are irjritten as 
functions of the two three-vectors X and y , where the complex three-
vector Z. = X + i ^ , and derivatives idLth respect to X and y . 
Of the six coordinates of ^ and y , only four need be regarded as 
independent since the requirement that the norm Z-Z be preserved 
yields the two relationships 
, 
x-y = ab , 
where a and b are real constants such that both are not zero simultane­
ously. 
A 
In this work the choice of a complex three-vector Z of unit magni­
tude is made: 
(z-z)2 ' ^ ^ ^  ' (k'2) 
where X and ji- are tliree-vectors such that 
y - , (U.3) 
X'p = 0. . 
(a.k) 
2k 
Any other conplex three-vector Z = x + i y "îd-th invariants given 
A. 
by 'Cq, U.I can be expressed in terras of Z : 
Z = ( X T ^ = 1(1.4- i k") Z = VQk.-v"vb) i,\+^ 
•whereupon the identification 
X = aX - , 
u - V)X o.p .  
ik.B) 
I 
is laade» Hence the general case of a coirçlex three-vector as represented 
— Î »  — ^  
by Z = X + i y can altrays be reduced to the special case of the 
complex tlircG-vector Z = A + i {x tri.th A and p defined by 
3q. U.3. All work on the complex rotation group in this thesis i-iill be 
done in terms of the complex three-vector of unit magnitude. 
B, Coordinate Axes in the CoTiç)lex Three-Space 
The coirolex three-dimensional space is spanned by three imituaHy 
perpendicular coordinate axes iriLth the unit vector along each axis being 
A 
real. Tiie components of the coirplex three-vector Z are given by 
i = z.", t z/i, + Z3Î3 , 
where Z, , z., j 2.^ are coiiç)lex numbers and ^ are real 
unit vectors. Then by definition the corçilex conjugate of the coraplex 
three-vector is 
K ^ .jt A uL A 'Jt" ^ 
Z* Ï 2, i; . (!l.7) 
The real part of the complex three-vector Z is thus defined by 
I  /  ^  \  (U.8)  
Re Z E  ^( z "" 4- z") ) 
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and this is what is meant by the three-vector X which constitutes the 
real part of Z • Likewise the imaginary part of the cottrolex three-
vector is defined by 
Xm z = ^ ( z - (U»9) 
and tliis is the three-vector jZ. . 
At this stage one adopts the convention that all rotations in the 
coiqilex space are treated as "active," i.e. vectors are rotated whereas 
coordinate axes remain fixed. Thus the definitions of Z ^ , Re Z , and 
Tw z are invariant. The vector values of Z * , Re. 1 , and Xm Z. get 
transformed by the active complex rotations, 
C. Parametrization of the Coinplex Three-Vector 
In the original orientation of the conçlex three-vector the six 
parameters are the coordinates of X and ^ , namely X^, X.^ , ^3 > 
|ji, J \^i 9 p-5 • Only four of these need be considered as independent 
bccause of the conditions imposed in 2q, L.3. An active real rotation R 
of the coTmleic three-vector is made so as to have X lie along the 3-a%is 
and j3 to lie in the first quadrant of the 3-1 plane. This is shotm in 
Figure U.1» The new variables chosen are the three Suler angles 4^ 6 
A N 
Figure U.l. Active rotation of the complex three-vector 2 = A + i |x 
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which define the active rotation, the magnitude of A. denoted by A. , 
and the quantities = c and X • = d. After the trans­
formation is completed, the variables c and d can be set equal to 1 and 0 
respectively so as to arrive at four independent parameters. Having d 
equal to zero is equivalent to having the three-vectors \ and p. per­
pendicular to each other. 
A 
The active rotation which carries the complex tliree-vector 2. from 
its original orientation to its now orientation of X along the 3-axis 
and jî in the 3-1 plane is defined by the successive real rotations: 
(1) ^ about the 3-axi5, (2) 6 about the 2-axis, and (3) about 
the 3-3^s. This definition of Euler angles is consistent i^rith that used 
by Fano and Racah (1959). The matrix form of the rotation is given by 
(li.lO) 
cos Y cos B cos 
- sin<y sincç 
cos 4^ cos 0 sin $ - cos sin 0 
+ sin^V cos (Ç 
W = I - sin^ cos B cos^ - sin^V cos 6 sin sinVj> sin ^ 
I - cos Y sin ^  + cos x» cos q 
j sin 6 cos sin e sin ^  cos 0 
The three-vectors A and p- represented by the column matrices A and M 
are transformed in the follovmig way: 
A . ( 
H = Ml 1 
.RA ^ A' = 
— > RM = M' = 
/ f : ^ 
Cli.ll) 
(U-13) 
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\Z 2. ^ 
waere c= A - ^  ^ d = A * ^ 
^ - [v-'- ( ^ 
The inverse matrix K'^ of R , vihich is sinç>ly the transpose R , is 
used to express the three-vectors X and pL in terms of the new parame­
ters: 
h  = R'A , 
VA = . (U.12) 
In particular, this gives 
X= I. \+ 
= t, X sin cos ^  X sin S sin X cos B , 
F = + kh • 'I3 
= ^fCcosH» cos 6 cos(^ - sinIV sin ^ sin6 cos 
+ ^f(cos Y cose sinç + sin H" cos ^ sin6 sini^J 
+ f cos^ sin6 + ~ cos 6^ 
D. Development of the Generators 
— By use of Sqs, 2.16, 2.21, and I|.»5 the generators S and \\ are 
expressed in terms of the three-vectors X and and derivatives 
and "V^ , The vectors A. and have already been found in terms of the 
now parameters d in Eq, i;»13» Next, the derivatives 
V and V must bo trritten as functions of the new parameters and deriv-
X 
ativcs with respect to them before one can calculate the generators. 
», —^  
For v. and V one uses 
^ A r 
V. - Î, Ix, ^ k à, - S fx3. . 
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By combijiing the first of the above expressions >jith the "values of , 
3 and as given in Eq, one can i-jrite 
t, = V^( A,) = sin6 cos (Vj^A ) + A cos© cos(t) ) - A 3in6sin(Ç)CV^^), 
t, = V. ( = sinfâsin<î> A ) + Xcos6sin<^ (V. 9 ) + A sinBcos^? Z / - A A A 
1-^= = cos e (^A) - A sin B CV^B) • (ii.l5) 
The preceding tlirec eqaiations can be solved to yield 
"V^A = I, sin 0 cos 0 + igSin 6 sin<^> + Ijcos 0 , 
^ r. cos 6 cos (t . ••> cos 6 sin <î> , f /-sin 0\ 
—Â— * —X •'Sr~r"/' (U.16) 
Similarly by combining the expression for in 3q. it. 12; xd-th the values 
of ji, , f and as given in Sq. b.13, one can ob-fcain three addi­
tional equations whose solutions give the foUoi-âng relations: 
= 2 A ( I, sin 6 cos + i^sin6sin(p + l^cos © ) , 
^0 = L, (f cos ^ cos 0 cos - f sinsin +^sin6cos$) 
+ u (f cosV cos© sin$ + f sin^cos $ + ^  sin6 sin^ ) 
+ L (- f cos^ sin 8 + % cos 0 ) , 
\ ^ Ck.17) 
sinH* cos9 cos cos^sin^ + cot 6 sin 
sincos ê sin ^  cos*^ cos(^ - cot 6 cos 4» d r COS f q) CO ci t?
X 
+ ^ sin^ sin6) . 
fton one ^ {%i]rà ' 
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where the ( c), (. V d), ( ^ A ), ( V. ^  ), C V. 8 )> and ( Vv ^  
A A A A A 
given by iiqs, U,l6 and h.17, to eiqpress in terms of the new parameters 
and dorivatives i-iith respect to each of them. 
Using the same procedure on as above for \/^ , one obtains 
% = HvAl 
(k.19) 
which can be oppressed as 
c-in a nrtfi (t\ \ -â— [-2Î cos^ cos© COS (V + 2f sin Y sin ^  —y si ô cos ^ 
+ (-2f cosH* COS 6 sin 4) - 2f sinH'cos ^  ^ sin 9 sin ^ 
+ t., ( 2f cosV sin Q - ~ cos Ô } •— 5 » ^ / o C 
+ X ^ sin8 COS (|i + sin 8 sin^ cos 0 ^  (L.20) 
- (sinWcos 8 cos ^  + cosH-'sin^^^ 
- V.J ^ Uin^Vcos© sin^ - cos ^  cos ^ sin^sin 6 ^ 
i-Iow that , jJL , ^  , and have all been foiind in terms of 
the new parameters and derivatives viith respect to them the generators 
j and K can be calciiLated. By use of Eqs. 2,16 and k»S one vjrites 
(U.21) 
) 
vihich, by the use of Eqs. L.13, U«l8, and U.20, takes the form 
T  =  -  i  I ^ ( c s c ô c o s  ^ -  s i n  -  c o t 8  c o s ( ^   )  
I + 'v^(csc9 sin + cos ^ - cot8 sin ^ ) (U.22) 
i -N b 
T = -I [ix/vj + 
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Tills is the expected expression for 3" » the so-called angular momentum 
operator ijhich generates real rotations* If one sets the parameters c 
and d equal to 1 and 0 respectively so as to reduce to four independent 
parameters, there is no effect on the generator J , which remains as 
given above. 
By use of Sqs, 2.21 and U.5 one irrites 
i< _ (k.23) 
and then one can enroloy Eqs. ii.13j b.l8, and it,20 to express K in terms 
of the new parameters. In addition, the parameters c and d are set equal 
to 1 and 0 respectively in order to reduce to the four parameters X , ^  , 
—y 
6 5 and . The operator \\ can be further simplified by mailing the 
change of variable X to u , where \ = cosh u. The new variable u 
has physical meaning since the angle between A. and the complex three-
vector z is siTtply iu. Finally one obtains 
K = 
•1. 
àu 
t,(sin'V cosB COS ^  + cos^sin^ ) 
+ L^(sin^fcosG sin(^ - cos ^  cos ^ ) - i^sinH'sinô 
+ tanh 11 ( sin 6 cos 4 + 4 sin 6 sin ^  cos0 ) (-iJ^O 
V,(cos^cos© cos ^  - sinM*sin ) 
+ V (cos^* COS0 sin (Ç + sin cos ) + coth u 
- tjCosH'sin© J 
whore the "bodj/-" angular momentum operators , and J^' have been 
identified as 
iJ^' = - CSC 6 cos ^  ^  + sin^^ + cot 9 cos^ ^  , 
iJ^' = CSC0 sin^V A + cos - cotBsin^ A. , 
iJ ' = A 
3 "ôY 
lk.22) 
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—  ^
As laentioned previously, the operator K generates pure imaginary rota­
tions (velocity transformations). 
E, Invariant Volume Element 
For later use in orthogonality integrals the invariant volume element 
of the complex rotation group parameter upace is found. In the original 
si3:-parameter space the volume element is 
&T - (iX.^ dp, dpz dp3 . U»26) 
In terms of the new parameters the volime element is 
6% = 1 J ] dc did) dx d^' de (1$ ) 
\ / I 
where T / \ is the Jacobian of the transformation 
V C ,d , IV, 6 } 
from old to new parameters. By use of Bq, li.13 it is found that 
T / \ - X sin. 9 (k.28) 
and hence 
dx = dc did) dk d^V de d^) . (U.29) 
For the subspace, in particular the four-parameter subspace of the com-
ple:c rotation group, one uses the Dirac delta functions S (c-1 ) and 
3 (dj and integrates over c and d to find the invariant volume element 
of the four-parameter sub^ace; 
d -[ : = dX d^' de d<t) , (1.30) 
or alternatively in terms of the parameter u, where cosh u = A , one 
gets 
d ^  t = sine du d^V de d^ . (U.3D 
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V, THE R(i;) AMLOSZ 
Before calculating the Casimir operators and T • K of the 
corç)lex rotation group and -working i-iith the two eigenvalue equations to 
find the harmonic function solutions, it is helpful and advantageous to 
work with analogous equations associated ifith the rotation group in four 
dimensions, R(ii). The group R(l4,J is similar in structure to the corplex 
rotation group and can be treated in a manner very parallel to that for 
0(3,0) as done in previous chapters. Tvjo real three-vectors \X and V 
can be used as a basis for developing the R(ii) generators and hence the 
RCU) invariant operators. By use of the fact that RCU) is locally iso­
morphic to the direct product of two three-dimensional rotation groups, 
one can easily find the solutions to the R(U) eigenvalue equations. 
Additional solutions which are equivalent but sirrçjler in form are obtained 
by certain rotations of the three-vectors to new orientations» The tech­
niques used to solve the R(li) equations can be later applied to the 
0(3,C) equations. 
A. The R(.U) Group 
The four-dimensional rotation group is the group of real, linear, 
orthogonal transformations in four-dimensional Euclidean space which leave 
2 2 2 2 invariant the quadratic form Xj + x, + , where x^, 
and label a point in the space (Hamermesh 1962). There are six infini­
tesimal generators of the group rotations, and these generators in opera­
tor form can be expressed in terms of x^, Xg, x^, x^ and derivatives tfith 
respect to thom. The corresponding Lie algebra is described by the fol-
lowing commutation relations between the generators M and N : 
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^ Ajk Nk , 
The R(L) Lie algebra can be realized by the construction o f  the genera-
tors in terms of two real three-irectors VJL and V • This is suggested 
from the fact that is locally isomorphic to the direct product of 
two R(3) groups. Transformations of U and V in the three-dimensional 
space are real and linear and leave invariant the two quantities U? + 
—^ —» 
and U • V .in terms of u. and V the infinitesimal generators in 
operator form become 
f\ = -i ^ )] , 
(5.2) 
m = -  i  
and obey the commutation relations given by 3q, S.I. The two invariant 
operators which commute >jith all of the infinitesimal generators are 
"2, i %( H + ) and M »N . The solutions of the two corresponding eigen­
value equations may be considered to be R(l|.) harmonic functions. If one 
malccs a linear transformation (Schweber 1961) to the basis consisting of 
o •"* the operators i and Q , where 
p = ^ (M + R ) 
- t -r\ ' (5.3) 
Q = 2 iM - (4 ) 
3U 
one finds that r and GL coiramte with each other, 
[ P; , Qil = 0 , 
and that the components of V and Q obey the angular niomentoim commuta­
tion rules: 
The ti-io invariant operators become 
F - i = P^-»- tf 
6  =  M - S  =  .  
(2.5) 
($.6) 
Thus each irreducible representation of R(it) can be labeled by the pair 
of indices (p,q) where = p(p+l) and = q(q+1 ) for the irreduc­
ible representation labeled by p and q. The labels p and q can 
take on positive integral or half-integral values plus the value zero. 
Additional labels for the irreducible representations are provided by the 
indices and the values of the third coinponents of the operators, 
and respectively. Therefore one denotes by j p 
the (2p+1)(2q+l) basis functions which span an R(U) irreducible represen­
tation space. These functions are defined by the following (Schweber196l): 
(2.7) 
p = T(\, 
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and 
(S.8) 
B, Parametrization and Development of the Generators 
The R{h) analogy to the 0(3,0) work can be continued in the choice 
of parametrization and the expression of the generators in terms of new 
variables. Of the six position coordinates of the two three-vectors vL 
and V , only four need be considered as independent since 
2 2 2 ^2 
Ti + V = a '+ b , 
(5.9) 
u » V = ab , 
2 2 
where a and b are real constants such that a b , In this work the 
special choice of three-vectors and <o is made, where 
P 3 
2 + W 2 = 1 
(5.10) 
^ • tù — 0 # 
Any other pair of thi-ee-vectors, say VJi and V , t-Jith invariants given 
—& 
by Htao 5.9 can be expressed in terms of p and u3 : 
u = a;.bS , (S.n) 
V = bp + a w . 
So the general case of vectors a and V can always be reduced to the 
special case of vectors p and «0 , All R{k) work will be done in terms 
of the special vectors p and to • 
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The space is three-dimensional and is spanned by three mutually 
perpendicular coordinate axes. The real tinit vectors along each of the 
A A 
axes are denoted by s ^md , where the subscripts indicate 
the particular axis. All rotations in this space are active ones tihereby 
the vectors, not the coordinate axes, are rotated. The three-vectors p 
and u) are exoressed as 
U) 
A A 
- L/A), + 
(5.12) 
In the original orientation of p and w the infinitesimal generators 
M and N can be expressed in terms of the six variables , p^ , 
, U)^ and derivatives tri.th respect to them. The change of vari­
ables to six other parameters (only four of which are considered as inde­
pendent) is defined by the active rotation R of the pair of vectors p 
and 3 so as to have p lie along the 3-axis and te to'lie in the first 
quadrant of the 3-1 plane. Tliis is shown in Figure S.I. The new parame­
ters are the three Euler angles , 6 , t-ihich define the active rota-
tion, the magnitude of p denoted by p , and the quantities p + = c 
p • u) = d. The operators K and N can be -written in terms of the 
R 
Figure 5*1• Active rotation of the three-vectors p and 
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new parameters and derivatives trith respect to them. Finally application 
of the conditions c = 1 and d = 0 (i.e. vectors jp and ie are per-
pendicTùLar) puts M and N in terras of the four parameters p ^ W j Ô > 
^ and derivatives vjith respect to each of them. 
The active rotation which carries the three-vectors p and 3 from 
their original orientations to their new orientations of p along the 
3-azis and u) in the 3-1 plane is defined by the successive real rota­
tions: (1) 4* about the 3-axis, (2) 6 about the 2-axis, and (3) ^  
about the 3-axis. This definition of Suler angles is consistent tiith that 
used in Fano and Hacah (1959). The matrix form of the rotation is identi­
cal with that given in Sq, U.IO. The three-vectors p and îù are 
expressed in terms of the new parameters: 
(5.13) 
Similar 
p = I* p sin 8 cos ^  p sin0 sin ^ + c^pcos© , 
to = ^(cosV cos6 cos ^  - sin^Vsin^ ) + ^  sinG cos 
+ Ig^flcos V cose sin(^ + sinH" cos (p ) + ^  sinB sin 
^ Vl~ ^ sin 6 + p cos0^ , 
where c = p^+uj'^d= ^ » W , f = ^c - p^ - . 
to the development in Sqs. ii.li; through it. 18 for in Chapter h one can 
find the operators ^ and in terms of the new variables. The expres­
sion for is identical to that for if one malces the change X—> p 
and remembers that c, d, and f are now defined slightly differently than 
before in Chapter 1;. Also the operator V^j can be obtained from in 
Eq. il. 20 if one changes the sign of the coefficient of derivative ~ and 
DC 
lots X p . I'Jith p , tc , J and all in terms of the new 
—^ "T parameters one can calculate the generators M and N by using Sq, $.2 
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•ïiith p and LO replacing U. and V and then appljring the conditions 
c = 1 and d = 0. The generator M tiims out to be the angular nioraen-
tun operator: 
xM L,(csc6cos - sin^-^ - cot & cos ^ ) 
+ tj(csc 6 sin^'^ cos^^ - cot6 sin<Ç ^  ) 
" s  
(2.1b) 
#-v/ 
The operator is sitirolified by malcing the change of variable p to X , 
where p = cos % , and by identifying the "body" angular monentum 
operators J^', Jg'a Eq. li.25: 
iN = 
- (sin^Y cos 6 cos + cos \ysin ^  ) 
- i^(sin^cosô sin<^ - cosV^cosc^ ) + l^sin^ sin6 
tan^ ^sinO cos<^ + tsinQ sini^ +l^cos©J (-iJ^' ) 
t/cos\y cos B cos ^  - sinY sin ) 
i l  
BX-
- cot X + t^CcosMf cosG sin(Ç + sin>Vcos<J) ) 
- i^cos^ sin 6 
(ijy ) 
(5.15) 
The physical meaning of the new variable % wiH be seen in the next 
section of this chapter. 
C. Solutions of the Eigenvalue Equations 
By use of the operators N\ and N given by Eqs, S.tb and 5.1$ one 
calculates the R(ii) invariant operators to be 
M 
= 3g [îA^+ cot^X + tan^% - ^-2cot2;i:^ , 
tA • N = (- ^  + tan X- ) iJ?' - 1 
(5.16) 
— J 'J ' 
sin X cos X 1 3 
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The solutions of the two coirrespondi ng eigenvalue equations will be 
called the R(li) harmonic functions* The isomorphism of R(l;) to the direct 
product of two R(3) groups is exploited by making the transformation of 
the operators M and N to the operators Ç and Q, as defined by 
•Sq. As seen earlier, P and Q obey the commitation relations of 
two commuting angular momentim operators, and the operators ( ) 
and ( ) are equivalent to the invariants 3g( +1^^ ) and 
M « M respectively. Thus instead of attençting to find direct solu­
tions of the above equations in Eq, 5» 1-6, one can seek solutions of the 
( + Q ) and ( ) equations. This is the method of attack 
used in the following work. 
Suggested solutions to the RCU) eigenvalue equations can be obtained 
by finding the relationship between the operators Ç and GJ. and the 
three-vectors oC and & , where 
OC - p 
Ç ^ f -
4- 10 } 
(5.17) 
Prom the following relations involving ol , (p » and p ; 
a'= f = 1 . 
CL • p = cos^ % = ^ • p , (5*l8) 
OC • ^ = cos 2% , 
-* 'n 
one concludes that CX. and ^ are vectors of unit magnitude which lie 
!tO 
in the 3-1 plane at angles of i X» with respect to the 3-axis» This 
is shown in Figure 5»2 : 
Figure $.2. Orientation of the three-vectors Ct and ^ 
By the use of Eq, 5,2 -with p and u) replacing a and V plus Eqs, 5*3 
and 5,17 one can easily show that 
p = -i( 5 X V ) , 
_ (5.19) 
~ —i( ^ ^ ) • 
— — 4 P  
This indicates that P and Q are the angular momentum operators corre­
sponding to the three-vectors OL and respectively. It is well-known 
(itose 1957) that the eigenfunction solutions to the eigenvalue equa­
tions corresponding to the angular momentum operator L. , 
w 
i f  y  .  i (  t  + 1 )  y  
V-jH" = m VV ^ 
are simply the spherical harmonic functions (6,(^) a where 0 
is the colatitudc and is the aziimithal angle of the position vector. 
It folloi'js that the solutions to the following R(ij) eigenvalue equations 
t (2.21) 
would consist of a product of the two spherical harmonic functions corre­
sponding to operators Ç and Q , namely 
The angles 6^ , ' and refer to the original orientation 
of the three-vectors oc and ^ before the active rotation. The above 
spherical harmonic functions can be expressed in terms of the new orienta­
tion of a and ^ as denoted by the angles • 
In the coupled representation the R(I)-) solutions have the form 
" 1 Y"(qi,yYA,%) <5-22) 
P ï 
which can be expressed as 
uhorc the ( | *^') denote Clebsch^Gordan (C-G) coefficients^ and 
I' denotes the matrix representation of the inverse rotation R • 
The convention chosen for the rotation matrices is that of Fano and 
lîacah (19S9). I'rom I'igure $,2 it is easily seen that ~ ~ ^ 5 
h2 
= 0, and ^ = TÎ . Using the definition of the spherical harmonic 
function. 
J ^ > (5,2]+) 
xihcrc ^(cos © ) is the associated Legendre function on the cut, ^  Ix) 
ivn 
frns A ^ ^ t.h<a n««!nr»S T-ocrAnH-rfs •Pnnr>+.-ion n +.hA mi+.. 1 
1-jith -1 < X < 1, as defined by Srdélyi, et al, (1953)j one can virite the 
solutions as 
•rw.? ""-issa 
The preceding functions can be shown to satisfy the R(li) eigenvalue 
equations as f^iven by combining Eqs, S,^6 and 5*21: 
, at'x T;^ » WXT,'" - - 2cot2% w 
= Int'O 
(5.26) 
,|)C ^ WX- <^2 s\nX 1 ?i *TV 
The verification of the solutions expressed by Eq. $.2$ "will be discussed 
in inorc detail. 
U3 
The suggested R(U) harmonic functions in Sq, $.2$ can be iiiritten in 
the convenient form (i-n.th constant factors dropped); 
-There 
The angular momentum operators act on the rotation matrices in the follow­
ing manner: 
wm w'ffi ' t 
(>.29) 
--z [iivr»-.A.»'.of Dj.',- bcr')-»v-.)r Dj;„| 
^ - \ ^ii+0 - w'l,Wv\)V 0^ 
Ml in 1- J J u J ^+2 m 
"a V^VV*^)"U-OU-i)y î)^. 
^ ^ «Ï-2 m 
10; 
By substituting the functions from Eq. $.2? into the eigenvtilue equations 
given by 3q, $.26 and by using the preceding relations given by Eq, $.29, 
one sets two differential equations involving and • The 
-denendonce can be removed by collecting terms for , islth 
tt\' and n\ fixed. One obtains tt-ro coupled differential equations for 
the (suppressing all the labels except m' for f ): 
[ jlj-'V) , «t'X > y 2(A2% 
(5.30) 
^ "tixu"X. 
H 
1 
and 
I  j V s t O - ' i ' m t t t i x )  ^ m ' - i  
- UVrO-»'V'f^OV lie" 
- Y'iïu») - - 0 
îîy use of the associated Legendre function recursion relationships for 
-1 < X < +1 (Srdelyi, et al. 1953), 
cv-.')jicP;w = -fxp»pfw , 
(5.32) 
hS 
and the debsch-Gordan recurrence formulas (Rose 1957)^ 
+ T ( v t i n t ) j *  j z  
(5.33) 
- îîVy^^) -liA n\ ]z jz 
**"  ^
= [ly^,^4lii+ M-\n+,)M +m)]^ \z) 
^  I I ^ C  i z  \ j »  
one can show that after some labor that -Ç-^i as given by Eq, 5*27 satisr 
fies the two coupled differential equations expressed by Sqs. 5*30 and 
5»3T« This coripletes the discussion of the proof of the suggested solu­
tions to the R(ii) eigenvalue equations. Thus a set of R(l4.) harmonic 
functions is given by Eq, 5.27* 
D. Additional R(1l) Solutions 
A sinç>ler % -dependence in the R(U) solutions can be obtained if 
the active rotation of the three-vectors p and iù is such that either 
the vector d = p + u) or the vector v ~ |0 - vc lies along 
the 3-ajd.s in the netf orientation. This is shown in Figure 5*3» 
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Figure 5*3. Other orientations of the three-vectors p , u) , oc , and ^  
By using the same procedure that led up to the suggested solutions given 
by Eq, 2$, one can find solutions corresponding to each of the above-
mentioned cases: 
(1 ) Vector oi along the 3-axis. The angles are now ^ = 0, 
0^ = 2% J 4jt 5 (^ = TT and the product of spherical harmonic 
functions becomes 
y>, 
The suggested R(U) solutions are (ifjith constant factors dropped) 
u « < , w i n w )  
W ^ (5.35) 
viiiere the Euler angles \y' ^ describe the active rotation of 
the vectors p and u] to a new orientation such that OC lies along 
the 3-axis and lies in the 3-1 plane. 
Ii7 
(2) Vector ^  along the 3-axis. The angles are now = 2% , 
= 0, 0, and the product of spherical harmonic functions 
becomes 
. «.36) 
The suggested R(ii) solutions are (xd.th constant factors dropped) 
<x,v>-,rlnj"> = 1 V^lf 
2 (5.37) 
-pVzx) 
Î mVm ' / 
where the Suler angles describe the active rotation of 
the vectors p and tO to a new- orientation such that y lies along the 
3-axis and O. lies in the 3-1 plane. 
The two additional sets of suggested solutions given by Eqs, 5*3$ 
and 5*37 can both be shown to satisfy the R(li.) eigenvalue equations. The 
case of vector x along the 3-axis Triill be treated first. The Suler 
angles H'' j for this case differ from the original Suler angles 
, 0 J ^ as used earlier (case of p along 3-axis) by only a rotar 
tion ox magnitude % about the 2-axis. In terns of the rotation matrices 
this is ifrittsn as 
as 
•where the d-matrix is defined by 
\l 
nith varying fron 0 tolR . An explicit expression for the Q 
in terms of the hypergeometric function is foxind in tnost standard angu­
lar moijienttan textbooks. The suggested R(U) solutions from Bq, 5*35 
can be rewritten as 
Yd 
where 
ÇW) -1 w's-*.,!») 
and 
, 1%.) = V ^ , (S.k2) 
The above form of the solutions is convenient because the same original 
Zuler angle dependence is used, and much of the previous work from the 
case of p" along the 3-3x18 can be retained. Substitution of Eq, 5«U0 
into the Il(U) eigenvalue equations yields the same coupled equations for 
as given before in Sqs, $.30 and $.31* % using the form of 
as given by Sq. $.1;1 and applying the differential relations (Fano and 
Racah 19$9) 
*  i  è '  1.-6) = ai 1,-6) * i-e) 
• de sine w'm L -J (5.U3) 
k9 
13 
one obtains the two differential equations in terms of both Q « and CX. , 
«an\' 
The -dependence can be removed by use of the recursion formtilas 
(Fano and iîacah 1959): 
18) + ÛlS+O-viV'V)!^ = 2(v>cc5e (^e) 
J 1>VI p. u -« v-v p. SvtvQ , 
i . -i-
r+i 
(5.ià) 
2 \X 
viî.la+0-vbvv)y + [AU-0-vi-p-i)"] 1%) 
= î \^iUvO-Hv-0y ^ 
- IB) 
lt± CSG) ^ 
and by collecting terms for (-1)^ & „ ,(- X ), with xn" and m' 
W«V" 
ft fixed. This yields two coupled differential equations for the ^-^ftoictions: 
[zùjv,) -ZplfiO 
+ 2 
\-tx* U>"'-0«t2X] (f.iiS) 
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and 
-Zm" - vW«) 9^, 
+ [ \- À + 2iw-,)t«tzxl qM. 
^ ^ j (5.U6) 
+ ^  ^ L à- ^ ^  (.W+ \")^ot 2% j = Q 
'J Vi+V 
With the use of the associated Legendre function recursion formulas 
given by 3q« 5*32 and the Clebsch-Gordan recurrence relations given by 
3q. 5.33j one can easily prove that the functions Û. , as defined by 
Jjm 
Eq. $.1:2 satisfy both of the preceding eqiiations» Thus the solutions 
expressed by Bqs, 5*^0, B»h1} and 5»U2 are indeed harmonic 
function solutions of the R(U) group» This completes the case of the 
three-vector OL along the 3-axis, 
The proof of the validity of the solutions arising from the case of 
the three-vector ^ along the 3-axis is parallel to the preceding work 
of (X along the 3-a:d.s. The relationship between the Euler angles ^ , 
and the original Euler angles \y , 0 , ^ (for ^ along 
3-axis) is found and %-jritten in terms of the rotation matrices: 
6", y ) -1 ai w) ^ . «.W) 
The suggested R(ii.) solutions from Eq, 5*37 are rei-jritten as 
\ ^  l*,'v s --
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ijax. = i k-ax) w 
and 
Cw = . (5.50) 
In a step-by-soep process the preceding solutions can be shown to satisfy 
the R(i;) eigenvalue equations, use of Bq, 5«li8 in the R(U) equations 
one obtains ti-70 equations for f Then Bq. 5*U9 alloT'Js the two equa-
tions to be written in terns ofK^. and d^«„»5 whereupon the 6 . .-depend-ni In tA W 
\ M 
ence can be removed to leave two coupled differential equations for . 
The functions as given by Eq. 5»50 identically satisfy the two equa-
tions» Thus the \ .,^(5t.^,^,^!)are also R(U) harmonic functions. 
The three sets of R(U) solutions as expressed by Eqs. S.27, 5.iiO, 
and 5«US are completely equivalent. This can be shown by use of the 
inverse of the Clebsch-Gordan series for the d-functions as expressed by 
' M'.k, . (5.51 ) 
and by use of the orthogonality relations of the Clebsch-Gordan coupling 
coefficients. The equivalence of the three sets of solutions comes as no 
surprise since they nil satisfy the same pair of differential equations. 
It is convenient to display indjlvidually the three sets of solutions 
because the solutions to the eigenvalue equations of the coîiç)lex rotation 
group will be found in an analogous manner to that used for the group R(l;)» 
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71. SOLUTIONS OF THE EIGENVALUE EQUATIONS OF TliE C0I4PLEZ ROTATION GROUP 
It would be elegant to proceed in a manner exactly parallel to 
Chapter 5 in order to find the harmonic functions of the coiqplex rotation 
group. However one soon gets into problems involving rotation matrices 
corresponding to complex angular momentum and also conç)lex projections of 
angular momentum along the 3-axis. While several authors (Beltrametti 
and Luzzatto 1963, Andrews and Gunson 1961i.^ Gunson 1965) have considered 
such rotation matrices, their properties are still rather poorly known 
and it appears best to avoid these difficulties at the present time. 
A heuristic account of how such a treatment could go is presented in the 
Appendix. 
A set of solutions to the 0(3,0) eigenvalue equations is found by 
an analytic continuation of R(i4.) solutions. Two other sets of solutions 
are obtained by making additional pure imaginary rotations of the com­
plex three-vector. Much of the work in this chapter is quite similar to 
that of Chapter 5. 
A, The Eigenvalue Equations 
The infinitesimal generators T and ^ of the complex rotation 
group were calculated in Chapter U and are given by Eqs. It.22 and ij..2U. 
The Casimir operators are found to be 
f -K •= tanh u ) iJg' + a •'I'S' ' 
- coth^ u - tanh^ u + 2coth 2u . (6.2) 
The solutions to the T'K and T "K eigenvalue equations will be 
called the 0(3,C) harmonic functions. These functions are very similar 
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to the R(I).) solutions as found in Chapter 5* The relationship between 
the R(ii) and 0(3,0) infinitesimal generators and hence also the Casimir 
operators is clearly evident: (l) the angular momentum operators ^  of 
R(l;) and X of 0(3jC) are identical; (2) via the complex substitutions 
N —^ i K and iu in the R(li) operators, one obtains the 
0(3,0) operators. The above relationships suggest that the 0(3,C) solu­
tions may be found by analytic continuation of the R(L) solutions. This 
will be investigated in Section B» 
By introducing the two operators ? and Q, , "where 
? = ¥ J 1- i K ) , (6.3) 
$ =% 3 - iK ) (6.W 
one finds that they obey the following commutation relations: 
Qjl = 0 , (6.5) 
1 . (6.7) 
The two Casimir operators can be written in the form 
F = J^- = 2(P^ + Q^) , (6.8) 
G = J . K = -i (P^ - Q^) . (6.9) 
Thus each 0(3,0) irreducible representation can be labeled by the pair 
2 2 
of indices (p,q), where P = p(p+1 ) and Q = q(q+l ) for the (p,q) repre­
sentation. In Chapter 3 it was shown that in general the irreducible 
representations of 0(3,C) can be specified by the pair of labels ( ), 
5h 
where ^ - 1 and J • K = Jlv for the ( Jl, V ) 
representation» Combining these two pairs of labels by use of Bqs» 6.8 
and 6.9, one easily shows that 
P = -1 ± , (6.10) 
^ • -I ± ( 1V ) _ (6.11) 
The non-unitary finite-dimensional irreducible representations are charac­
terized by p and q being positive integral or positive half-integral 
or zero. Since for unitary infinite-dimensional irreducible representa­
tions of 0(3,0) the index takes on positive integral or positive half-
integral values or zero and the index is any real number, then p and 
q are coit^lex numbers as given by Eqs. 6.10 and 6.11. Only the unitary 
irreducible representations are of interest in this thesis. 
B. Solutions via Analytic Continuation of R(h) Solutions 
The R(it) work and the 0(3,C) work are completely parallel# In each 
case a special pair of three-vectors is used to write the infinitesimal 
generators. The two pairs of Casimir operators and hence the two sets 
of eigenvalue equations are found to be very much alike. It seems reason­
able to ezpect that an analytic continuation of the R(h.) solutions would 
yield solutions to the 0(3,C) equations. By letting • X— 
P —> P = ^  1^1 ±(jl+iV ^ ,q —> q = ^ ^-1 t ( j!. - i 9 )J , 
factorials —»> gamma functions, and Clebs ch-Gordan coefficients —> 
complex generalization of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (Andrews and Gunson 
1961).) in the R(ii) solutions given by Eqs. $.27 and $.28, one obtains 
= 2.-filW ^ (6.12) 
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where 
The quantum nmnbers hLJ and iii'-Yn,take on integral or half-integral values 
Q-O 
that can range from - oo to + co : the A. , is a factor still 
to be determined; the (? ^ ^ \ ^ Y denote the cotcpling coef­
ficient which is a couçlex generalization of the debsch-Gordan coeffi­
cient as introduced by Andrews and Gunson (196U)* Also (P is the 
associated Legendre function for ji , V > Z unrestricted 
(Srdelyi, et al. 1953) and is related to the associated Legendre function 
Pjlx) defined on the cut, -1 < X < + I , by the following: 
= 2 [e^ + 6. 
The preceding suggested 0(3,0) solutions can be substituted into 
the eigenvalue equations and shoirin to be valid solutions. This will be 
done in a step-by-step procedure. By inserting into the X-K 
and equations as given by Sqs, 6.1 and 6.2 and by using the rela­
tions from Eq. $.29 vJhich describe the effect of the angular momentum 
operators on the rotation matrices, one gets the following (suppressing 
all labels except m« for ): 
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1 t*.] 
* 5aU. t lw-)--«fS>;:. 
"" , . , (6.15) 
=  - V  [ î W ' O - f _ .  \)\ iT 
and 
- 2 ly, 
* 
m 
Collection of terms for , with m* and m fixed, gives coupled 
differential equations for the functions f , : 
m* 
- + UKu L., 
-f 21 [flfti) - = 0 
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and ' 
«. - ^ "Yrfu. + 
+ 2«-tW2u.|^ - 2y>(p+0 -2^(^-v\)j 
- -U^ ^i^yrWU'-0W-2)\^ j_3li+0-WvaW-0]'' 
- 1^3^ ^  1^+») l%'+0^ ^ = 
By lise of the associated Legendre function recursion relationships for 
Z unrestricted (Erdllyi, et al. 1953)j 
U -^0 £, (?/(z) = - Q^Z) + (z)  ^
(6.19) 
= + (z'-i)^ , 
and the assunçjtion that the conçlex generalization of the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients obey the same recurrence formulas given by Eq. 5» 33 as do 
the ordinary R(3) GLebs ch-Gordan coefficiaits (shoinn to be a valid 
assuiqjtion in Chapter 7), one can shox-r that f^, expressed by Bq, 6.13 
vjith 
Aj' , „ = (-if' (-1 (i)"' (-1)"1 (6.29) 
does indeed satisfy the coupled differential equations as given by 
Bqs. 6.17 and 6,18. This coirpletes the proof of the validity of the 
suggested 0(3^C) solutions. Therefore a set of harmonic functions of 
(6.18) 
0 . 
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the complex rotation grotrp can be written as 
<u,V,e,4> li!vjm> = 2 f M , (6.21) 
-where 
^ LTl3+^,+ *)ri(|^+Yn'.m,4-0 J 
(6 22 ) 
•(?w,^^'-^.|nW)'®cos\\u)<?J UwKvi) . 
C. Additional Sets of Solutions 
Tvro other sets of 0(3^0) solutions could be obtained by direct 
analytic continuation of the R(U) solutions given by Bqs. 5»U0 and 
5.h.8. However the physical interpretation of the new coiigplex angle 
appearing in the solutions would be lost iz the process. Therefore the 
technique of analytic continuation will not be used, but instead the 
method of Chapter 5 will be eiiployed# Additional solutions are found 
by working vjith the original eigenvalue equations expressed by Sqs. 6«l5 
and 6,16 and making added rotations of the complex three-vector. The 
work will be parallel to that of the R(li) case. 
In Section D of Chapter 5 two new sets of R(L) solutions were 
gotten by making additional active rotations of the three-vectors ^ and 
u) through angles of ± in the 3-1 plane. These added rotations 
carried the three-vectors from an orientation of p along the 3-axis to 
a final orientation of either oc = f> + uj or ^ = p - oJ along 
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the 3-azis. The new solutions were seen to be obtainable from the orig-
ijaal R(i;) eigenvalue equations by makii^ the following change: 
L — . (6.23) 
•where the f^,, are defined by their presence in the R(l4.) solutions: 
The d^,, , ( ' X ) are the rotation matrix elements for a real rotation 
m''m' 
of ? % about the 2-axiS) and the functions "were found by solving 
the equations resulting from the substitution of Eq, 6,23 into the orig­
inal coupled differential equations for f^,, • It "was seen that the 
substitution as expressed by Eq. 6.23 effectively carries out the addi­
tional real rotations of ± ^  of the three-vectors. 
A corresponding treatment can be carried out for the couçlex rota­
tion group. Additional pure imaginary rotations of + iu about the 
2-axis can be made on the complex three-vector Z = A + i (A- , iiihose 
orientation is such that A lies along the 3-axis and jji along the 
1-axis, in order to lead one to other sets of 0(3,C) harmonic functions. 
These added rotations are singly velocity transformations, lAere 
tanh u = ^ , along the 2-axis. After a rotation of + iu about the 
2-axis, the rotated vector z* is seen to lie along the 3-axis nhereas 
V'Z^)'is at an an^e of 2iu with respect to the 3-axis: 
. z' = t, , (6.25) 
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If the rotation is -iu about the 2-axis, the rotated vector is seen 
to lie along the 3-axis whereas z ' is at an angle of 2iu with respect 
to the 3-axis: 
Z = L.Uyi) + X » z' = I, (\s»nK2u) + ijtosKîa^ 
(6.26) 
Z'= > \2.*) - I, 
3 
The 0(3)0) solutions corresponding to these new final orientations of the 
conçlex three-vector can be obtained by making the substitution 
in the coupled differential equations given by Bqs. 6*17 and 6,18. The 
f^,, are defined by their presence in the expression for the 0(3^0) 
solutions; 
in" 
The functions ^  are to be found by solving the new equations, and the 
( + iu) denote the elements of the rotation matrix for rotations 
of + iu about the 2-axis. In explicit form, one can write 
, f , u. u\w-m 
-11 rI1 ' 
(6.29) 
• (^'i rM 1 l )  hy\' > YT\ 
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•where the phase is chosen so that the relationship between the with 
real argument and the with "unrestricted argument is 
m'm 
(6.30) 
The substitution expressed by Eq. 6.2? effectively carries out the addi­
tional pure imaginary rotations of i iu of the complex three-vector. 
This approach enables one to avoid the use of complex Euler angles in 
describing the neif final orientation of the complex three-vector Z . 
Instead, the real Euler angles , 0 , ()> which denote the rotation of 
Z from its original position to an orientation such that X and p. 
lie along the 3-axis and 1-axis respectively are retained, and the addi­
tional rotations of magnitude ± iu about the 2-axis are built into the 
solutions by use of Bq. 6.27, 
First of aU, for the case of an additional rotation of the coitçlex 
three-vector z through angle + iu about the 2-axis one writes the 
solutions as 
&D . , 
where 
C w = &LA-4 . (6.32) 
J vn' 
By substituting the above form for f^,, into the coupled differential 
equations given by Eqs. 6.17 and 6.18 and by using the folloiving differen-
i 
tial relations 
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±f 
SmKu Wm 
+1ïju.i) -wi'cwîi)t 
^ m'n m ) 
one obtains two differential equations in terms of both (5^,, , andq , . 
m" m' J m' 
The <x^,, -dependence can be removed by use of the recursion formulas 
(iu) = 2.l(^'VCCsKu) 
^ -• V-Il^ smkvi \ 
= \"i [IH) -ptyi-ol ^  - flv*Ol (fi ^  UO 
L J PH-' L J (6.3lt) 
-Mji^zjïîhi* M iw) 
(\iccshu) 
and by collecting terms for (-iu)^ with m" and m' fixed. 
One obtains two coupled differential equations for thefunctions: 
- + ZlwM) c#2\i] 
+ - 2(W-0 coiKZu"] 3^-» (6.35) 
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and 
CDTh^2a + Zc&lV\2u^] g^/ 
-^'v \ - 2. (wM) cdt\i2u^ %c, 
-I + 2(v\'+\) ulV2vLj = 0 
The solutions to the two preceding equations are found to be 
9-1' w = (-if (în*"'Ini»')' §'^VsV2u) _ 
where p and q are given by Eqs. 6,10 and 6,11 and ( yo \?*t j ) 
again denote the conplex generalization of the CLebsch-Gordan coefficient. 
By combining Bqs* 6.31, 6.32, and 6,37 one can write in explicit fom: 
-= iTor'lni»')' 
^ , . . (6.38) 
as a set of harmonic functions of the corçlex rotation group. This com­
pletes the work for the case of additional rotation of the conçjlex 
three-vector % through angle + iu about the 2-axis* 
The case of additional rotation of % through an angle of - iu 
about the 2-axis goes exactly parallel to the preceding development for 
rotation of + iu. One writes the corresponding solutions as: 
_ (6.39) 
6h 
•where 
= . (6.W) 
By substitution of f^,, into the coupled differential equations given by 
Eqs, 6*17 and 6*18 and by using the differential relationships for 
as given by Eq« 6.33) one obtains two differential equa­
tions in terms of both h , and^^,, , (+iu), The^,, , -dependence can 
m' Bi*'m' JH' Til' 
be removed from the equations by use of the recursion fomrulas expressed 
by Bq* 6,3li. and by collecting terms for a particular with m" 
and m' fixed. One is left viith two coupled differential equations for 
h^, which are identical to Eqs. 6*35 and 6*36 if one makes the interchange 
p ^  q. The solutions h^, are found to be; 
where all of the symbols are the same as defined previously. By combining 
Bos. 6.39, 6,1;0, and 6.Li one has another set of 0(3,0) harmonic func­
tions: 
• «;w) 4;.^  •'•) . 
6^ 
This coT[Ç)letes the work for the case of additional rotation of the complex 
three-vector through angle -iu about the 2-axis. 
Three sets of harmonic functions of the complex rotation group have 
been found. The first set, given by Eqs, 6.21 and 6.22, are obtained via 
an analytic continuation of R(U) solutions* They correspond to a final 
orientation of the complex three-vector % such that X and jt lie 
along the 3-axis and 1-axis respectively. The second and third sets of 
solutions, given by Bqs. 6.38 and 6.1^2, are gotten by making additional 
A 
rotations of Z through angles of ± iu about the 2-axis. They cor­
respond to final orientations such that the rotated vector z' lies alor^ 
the 3-axis for the first case and the rotated vector (z*)* lies along the 
3-axis in the second case. The three sets of 0(3,C) harmonic functions 
appear to be nonequivalent. A CLebsch-Gordan series reduction couroarable 
to iib. 5*51 for rotation matrices ifith complex angular momentum has been 
derived by Andret-is and Guns on (I96I4.). However the series is in terms of 
"local representations" vihich are no loiter unitary nor true representa­
tions, Also no orthogonality theorem has been established for the 
coupling coefficients corresponding to conçîlex generalizations of the 
R(3) debsch-Gordan coefficients. Both of the preceding items, a 
Clebsch-Gordan series and orthogonality of the coupling coefficients, 
are needed before one can study more closely the relationship between 
the three sets of 0(3,C) harmonic functions. 
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711. STUDY OF THE COWLING COEFFICIENT 
A coupling coefficient in the form of a complex generalization of 
the R(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficient appears in the solutions to the eigen­
value equations of the conrolex rotation group as found in the preceding 
chapter. In this chapter the origin of the coupling coefficient xriJLl be 
discussed and a formal definition will be made. The properties of the 
coefficient, namely the recurrence relationships which it satisfies, 
will be developed, 
A, Origin and Definition of the Coupling Coefficient 
The Clebsch-Gordan (C-G) coefficients of the three-dimensional 
rotation group are simply elements of the unitary transformation con­
necting the coupled representation with the uncoupled representa­
tion of angular momentum eigenfunctions : 
(7»1 ) 
where and J are positive integers, half-integers, or zero. 
The orthonorraality of the eigenfunctions require that the coefficients 
obey orthogonality relations. Recurrence relations for the coefficients 
are obtained by application of the appropriate angular momentum operators 
(for detailed treatment, see Brink and Satchler 1962), and these are 
sufficient for an explicit determination up to a phase factor of the 
C-G coefficients. Explicit expressions for these coefficients have been 
derived by VJigner (1931) and Racah (19U2). 
Eq, 7,1 can be thought of from a group theoretical standpoint. The 
eigenfunctions \ span a (2j^ + 1 )'(2jg + 1) manifold. If the 
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coordinate system is given a rotation, the eigenfunctions of the "uncoupled, 
basis transform according to a (2j^ + + 1) -dimensional represen­
tation of the rotation groTç>, namely x D^2 g. direct product of 
rotation matrices. This direct product is reducible and the transforma­
tion of Bq. 7.1 can be used to reduce it to irreducible conponaits . 
The eigenfunctions form a basis for the reduced represaatation. 
The explicit reduction is written as 
and is knora as the ŒLebsch-Gordan series. Thus the C-G coefficients 
appear in the coupling rule for the rotation matrices. 
The coupling coefficient used in Chapter 6 is essentially a corçlex 
generalization of the R(3) debsch-Gordan coefficient. It couples 
together complex values of the angular momentum quantum numbers and 
appears in the reduction of products of rotation matrices ^ ri-th conçlex 
angular momentum (the cor^lex generalization of the Clebsch-Gordan series 
reduction). Rotation matrices corresponding to complex angular momen­
tum arose in the study of stable particle scattering amplitudes. It was 
found that in order to make a complete investigation of the ançlitudes 
an analytic continuation of the physical real values of angular momentum 
must be made to complex values. The extension of the unitary represen­
tations of R(3)i i.e. the rotation matrices, to complex angular momentum 
leads one to matrices uhich are no longer unitary or true representations 
since not all of the usual properties of a representation are retained. 
Gunson (1965) developed the problem in terms of "local representations" 
of the R(3) group -whereby the association between the products of 
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operators and the products of corresponding group elements can be made 
only in a neighborhood of the identity. Beltrametti and Luzzatto (1963) 
built up a set of infinite matrices corresponding to the R(3) group 
elements; however these matrices do not obey the product rules that 
true representations follow. Further relations for the "local represen­
tations" were derived by Andrews and Gunson (I96I4.) who found a compley 
generalization of the debsch-Gordan reduction formula for tensor 
products of "local representations." The coupling coefficients for the 
"local representation" matrices of the first kind are essentially just 
complex generalizations of the R(3) C-G coefficients: 
3 2. ! • -L J , 
where is the generalized hypergeometric function of unit argument. 
Tlie above expression reduces to the Wigner form for the C-G coefficients 
if ( - 111.J ) and ( - m^) are integral. Since the rotation matrices 
with complex angular momentum are neither unitary nor true representa­
tions, the corresponding coupling coefficients no longer automatically 
obey orthogonality relations, recurrence formulas, and other properties 
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possessed by the R(3) C-G coefficients. This is a consequence of the 
absence of the conçlete group structure. 
In this thesis the coupling coefficients appearing in the solutions 
to the eigenvalue equations of the complex rotation group are defined 
to be that given by Eq, 7*3. Properties of the coefficients, in par­
ticular recurrence formulas, will be derived from the mathematical 
definition. This treatment then is reverse to the development of the 
R(3) C-G coefficients, whereby the orthogonality and recurrence properties 
of the coefficients are used to find an explicit expression. 
B, Properties of the Coupling Coefficient 
The coupling coefficient defined by Bq, 7,3 in terms of the 
hypergeometric function can be shown to satisfy the usual R(3) CLebsch-
Gordan recurrence relations as expressed by Bq. $.33# The proofs are 
carried out by the use of Rainville's (19i;5) contiguous relations for the 
hypergeometric function and the application of Bailey's (1935) transfor­
mation involving two series. 
An abbreviated notation for the F functions will be used: 
P q 
^  \ ^ \  ) ^ f  J  ) (7.ii) 
•. x) , (7.S) 
and similarly for other functions. The useful contiguous function 
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relationships from RainviUe (19U5) are as follows: 
1 
f ' O-xX.Fkt") - X 2 Uj 4 3 (7.8) 
i'» 
ç=c^+\ -
% 
{\-x)V -- Ftv) Fl9r) -, K= \,Z,... p , (Î-9) 
where the notations are 
k s % A; , (7.10) 
J=\ 
b ; z , 
s 
(7.11) 
u. -
v.„ = iV!L!iL- =  ^
s=K* j) 
The first recurrence relation to be proved is 
V jz^2 jjlAzTh)' 
f + (^,wv, ^zW-l i jzlM) ^ 
(T.ili) 
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A special equation connecting F(cC^ -), F( ^ ^ +), and F can be 
derived from Rajnville's contiguous relations. For the ^F^ functions 
in Eq. 7,9 iJith z=1 and k=1 one writes: 
f u r l  =  -
By setting 3f=1 in Eq, 7,8 for functions one gets 
F = - U, F19,^) - U, F\(èa-) . (7.16) 
Elimination of F( ^  ^ +) from Eqs, 7#15 and 7.16 and the use of the 
definitions given in Eqs, 7.10, 7.11 ^ 7.12, and 7.13 yields the equation: 
Vl 
One defines the parameters to be 
CL-j - J — M + 1 9 
0L2 = J + Ôi - ^ 2 ^ ' 
(X ^ = J  +  j ^  + 0 2  +  2  ,  ( 7 . 1 8 )  
^2 = 2J + 2 , 
and then rewrites Eq, 7.17. A more identifiable form for the equation 
can be obtained by the use of Bailey's transformation for ^F^ with unit 
argument: 
where s = e + f- a- b- c . 
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It is desirable to use the inverse transformation, that is to identify 
f - a- = (%2 = J * jl " ^2 + 1 a 
s = 0I3 = J + + jg ^ ) 
s + b =  =  J  +  j i  -  * 2  *  ^  '  
s + c =  ^ 2  =  2 J  +  2  ,  
where M + 1 =111^ +312 • 
This yields the new parameters: 
a = + nij , 
b = -02 - 1^2 ' 
c = J - - jg ' 
e = J - - Mg + 1 , 
f = J - Ô2 + 1 
In terras of the new parameters Eq, 7»17 can be written in the form: 
(7.20) 
( 7.21) 
a-» ,c ; ] e ^ 
r a A+i . c. 
(7.22) 
^ I e.; , Î J , 
which becomes 
,Fj 
~ j2~^2 >-jriî ^ 3" ; 
, T-ja ^«\,+ \ 
(7.23) 
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Multiplying Eq, 7.23 by the factor 
r ri-y'jz ^ T^O 1- ! 
collecting terms, and couparing with the coiçling coefficient definition 
given by Bq, 7.3, one finally gets the recurrence relation as stated in 
Eq. 7.1k. 
In a very similar manner as above the recurrence relation 
= (7.21;) 
^ )l T M) 
can be proved. A special equation linlcing F( o(.2 -)) +), and F 
can be derived from Rainville's contiguous relations. For ^F^ in 
Sq, 7,9 %-Tith x=1 and k=2 one has 
F( dg -) = - W^2 F( +) - \2 ^2 • (7.25) 
Again for ^F^ in Eq, 7.8 i-riLth x=1 one gets 
(A _ B) F = _ F( + ) _ Ug F( ^g+) . (7.26) 
Elimination of F( ^^ +) from the preceding twto equations and use of the 
definitions given in Bqs. 7.10, 7.11^ 7.12, 7.13 gives the equation 
7h 
+ . (7.27) 
Since 
[  e , ' f  '  f  '  ' ' I  ^  ( 7 . 2 8 )  
one can "write Bailej's transformation for. "with "unit argument as 
r.A,cn ^  vumilni) p re-b>^s;-l 
3 z l  < ^ , î  J  T u ) n s ' > o i ) n s t t . }  L s + f t , s - » c  
where s = e + f- a- b- c. Again the inverse transformation is used 
"With the identification 
e - b = C ( . ^ = J  +  Ô 2 - 3 ^ + ' '  J  
f — ID = Qlg "• 1 ~ J •*" M J 
s = 0 C 3 = J + j i + Ô 2 + 2  ,  (7 . 3 0 )  
s + a  =  =  J  +  j g 4 . m ^  +  2  ,  
s  +  C =  ^ 2 ^ 2 J  +  2  ,  
i-jhere = M - 1. This yields the new parameters : 
a = , 
b = -jg - iHg , 
c = -jg + » (7.31 ) 
e = J -1^2 ^ » 
f = J -jg +m^ + 1 
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In terms of the new parameters one can e:q)ress Bq. 7»27 as 
^e-a-0 F :] = F '] 
(7.32) 
This equation can easily be shown to be equivalent to the recurrence 
relation given in Eq. 7.2L. 
The last recurrence relation to be proved is 
, (7.33) 
An equation connecting the functions F, F( -), and F( ^ +) can 
be derived from Rainville's contiguous relations. With x=1 and k=1 
Eqs. 7.9 and 7.8 become Sqs. 7.1$ and 7.16 respectively as written pre­
viously. Elimination of F( +) yields 
i k - f  -  l ! t , - y f u r ) =  [ k - w w , r  
For CC-, —)- OC^-1 and k=1, Eq. 7,7 for functions can be 
i-iritten as 
= l^rO^ "UrOFK',^r) . 
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Also for x=1, k=l, and - 1, Eq. 7*9 in terms of 
can be expressed in the form 
f k ' , v ) =  -  f  -  f  J 
txhere the primes on ^ ' and ' denote Q ^ -1 in the 
expressions# Eqs. 7,3hf 7.35> and 7*36 can be combined to give the 
equation 
^iv-ç,)f - + '-"•"yy [-w„'F -w,; flpr.W 
(7.37) 
= \_k-^aW« - u . ]  f i v )  .  
By setting x=1 and ^ - 1 for functions in 
Eq, 7,8 one obtains 
where the primes again denote —-> - 1 in the particular 
expression. Elimination of F( -, +) from Sqs. 7*37 and 7*38 
plus use of the definitions in Eqs. 7*10, 7*11, 7*12, and 7*13 gives 
finally 
-
Again the inverse of Bailey's transformation, Eq, 7*19, is used with the 
identification of nei-r parameters being 
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e — 3. = = J — M + 1 J 
^ - 3. = = J + + "I , 
s = = J + + jg + 2 , (7.U0) 
8 + b  =  g ^ = J  +  j ^ - m g + 2  ,  
s  +  C =  ^ 2 ~ 2 J + 2  ,  
where M = + m ^  . This gives the following relations: 
a = , 
b = -jg *" ™2 ' 
c = J —^2 9 (7*W ) 
e = J -Tiig + 1 ) 
f = J -jg +111^+1 • 
After application of the inverse Bailey transformation to Eq, 7» 39» 
one has the following: 
lw-\))ie-a-\) - <xu-f ) - ^ ^ 
u-olm) [''è-s '] 
(7.U2) 
e-f 3 2. L , f +\ J 
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which can be written as 
" 5 2 _,r»,-v2,î-U + w. + 2 j 
Multiplying through Eq. 7.U3 by the factor 
'f + V j + i)-)i L 
tj.z) ) vu-i.*»,fOnj-j-%-^1)_ 
collecting terras, and comparing with the coupling coefficient definition 
given by Eq. 7.3 one finally obtains the recurrence relation as written 
in 3q. 7.33. 
The definition of the coupling coefficient expressed by Eq, 7.3 
and the three recurrence relations given by Sqs. 7.1b, 7.2U, and 7.33 all 
hold for coîîÇ)lex angular momenta and such that the sum + jg 
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is still complex. However if + jg = - 1 = - 1 then the 
factor ^j ^raost be removed from the original definition of 
the coupling coefficient as given by Eq. 7,3, This slightly altered 
coefficient can be shovm to obey the same recurrence relations as proven 
for the original coefficient. 
For later use in the next chapter the sum % C 1 Tl J 
tn, 
need be examined at this point. The corresponding summation for the 
ordinary R(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can be shown to equal 
(-1 ) by use of the symmetry and unitarity properties of the 
coefficients. Since the complex coupling coefficients used in this work 
do not possess the unitarity property, a similar proof cannot be made 
for them. Tlie coefficients must be studied from the standpoint of 
mathematical functions, not as coupling coefficients for group representa­
tions. The reason is that the usual group structure is not present for 
the rotation matrices tri-th coiirolex angular momentum. However one can 
show that the coefficient converges as m^ —^00 3 
the proof is analogous to the method used by Holman and Biedenham (1966) 
for the generalized Wigner coefficient. It appears safe to say that the 
above-mentioned sum is equal to a finite constant whose exact value cannot 
be determined until the properties of the rotation matrices with corçlex 
angular momentum are better understood. Also, once the angular momentum 
cfuantum number j is knotm, the range of m^-values in the sum is set. 
Similarly, the sum % | j ^ should be equal to a finite 
constant. 
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VIII. PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTIONS 
The solutions to the eigenvalue equations of the conçlex rotation 
group are examined in detail in this chapter. The requirement that the 
solutions be convergent at ti=0 and u= oo restricts the quantum 
numbers X and vcv to values of zero and integer respectively. The 
associated Legendre functions of degree ^ 1 appearing in the 
liarmonic solutions are known as associated conical functions; orthog­
onality and expansion theorems are established for the functions. The 
0(3,C) harmonic functions are found to have a non-conventional orthog­
onality property. Even though certain expansions can be made in terms 
of the harnci.'ics, it is seen that they do not form a complete set over 
the four-parameter space. 
A, Convergence of the Solutions 
Three different sets of solutions to the eigenvalue equations of the 
complex rotation group are given by Sqs. 6.21, 6.38, and 6,k2, The condi­
tion that they be convergent throughout the parameter roace is imposed on 
the solutions; that is, the solutions must be square-integrable over the ' 
\JL f ^ a G J ^ -parameter space •vihose volume element has been found 
to be: . . g 
&T = du . (8.1) 
It is well-laiown (see Rose 1957j for example) that the rotation matrices 
( ^ , G , ^ ) are square-integrable in the , 0 , (|) -parameter 
space and in fact possess an orthogonality property on the surface of a 
unit sphere. So the convergence of the u-dependent part of the solutions 
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remains to be examined# Certain conditions on the quantiim numbers resvilt 
from this examination. 
The u-dependence of the three sets of solutions given by Eqs, 6»21, 
6.38, and 6.1:2 are (1) ^ ^ (2) ()^CyisV\2u) , 
and (3) respectively, -where p = 
q = ^ ^ ^  ^ , Jl = , V = any real number, and the 
m-values are either integral or half-integral. Care must be taken at the 
points 11=0 and u= oo because the associated Legendre function (of the 
first kind Ç* and of the second kind dL ) has singularities at values of 
1 and oo for its argument. At Z ~ 1, this behavior is (Erdelyi, et a^ 
p. 
, K-* 1,2,3,... 
m = (8.2) 
^ , Re^ccO (^-3) 
,  R e f i > 0  
and also 
U) j mzvn 
Yft Yl\ 
As Z —)" oc- , the behavior is (Erdélyi, et al. 1953) 
(8.k) 
Re V > -i (8.5) 
2-'-' , V <-t 
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and also 
j 
wtn' * ' * (8.7) 
For case (1 ) it is obviotis that for proper behavior at cosh u = l the ^ »s 
instead of the ^'s mist be chosen and also that and m' must be inte-
gral. As cosh u —^ DO , (cosh U) and hence one 
must set Ji  =0 for  the u-dependent part of the solution to be square-
integrable» For cases (2) and (3) it might appear that the solutions are 
not convergent as u —^ oO , However in certain orthogonality integrals, 
as t-iill be shown later, the part is removed completely by 
summation over m-values. Thus the u-dependencies in cases (2) and (3) will 
be studied for the circumstance that the I? can be removed* 
For proper behavior at cosh 2u = 1. one must require that m* be integral 
and that (P associated Legendre functions be used instead of oL'®* 
Square-integrability of \j ^ (cosh 2u) or ^  (cosh 2u) over the u-space 
is obtained only if one sets A. = = 0. 
From the requirement that the solutions be convergent over the param­
eter space one obtains the conditions that the m-values be integral and 
that jt = = 0, Hence the quantum numbers p and q become 
-1 i iV p = —
, = ^  . . 
The u-dependence (besides the part) is carried by the functions 
jj; (cosh 2u), which are also known as associated conical 
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functions. In order to develop an orthogonality theorem for the entire 
solutions one must first establish an orthogonality property for the 
associated conical functions. This will be considered in the next 
section. 
B. Orthogonality of the Associated Conical Functions 
In this section orthogonality of the associated conical functions 
t-jill be proven in the sense that 
l\m f (if' j smk u. <iu 
N-.M " ^ ' (8.9) 
H-n f W) 
= VSmhlf) 
for functions f( which obey Dirichlet's Conditions in the 
•y'-interval of (0, <>3 ) and which are analytic in the interval 
y'=V-6 to 9' = y + 6: , 6 small. The orthogonality 
property expressed by Bq, 8.9 can be rewritten in the form 
r 5\nV\u du. = • C8.10) 
Jo \) SmYig') , 
where 6 (V-Y' 7 is the Dirac delta function. 
Consider the eigenfunction solutions 
^ i S\irth xi 1 ^ ç ^ ) 
^ ) '3-1* (8.11) 
Ip - 5 SmK . , U^sVyvi^ 
1 ^ ^ _i-v<S ' 
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to the two eigenvalue equations 
Ifg = X' Fg 
(8.12) 
2 2 
where L = - ||^  + , X = , A' = 0"'^  (with d , G 
ranging from 0 to oo ), One can then write 
u->')[f,f, du = i [af,)f, 
which becomes 
u-'x") dm = â;r "  ^
a=o 
(8.1U) 
By using Bqs, 8*11 and 8.12 and also z  = cosh u, one gets 
(8.15) 
2 = \ 
The associated Legendre recursion relation 
(8.16) 
can be used to write the preceding equation in the form: 
oo 
1=00 
z=% 
(8.17) 
There is no contribution from the bottom limit of the right side of the 
above equation since at z=1 the functions go as (z-1 )^ and 
8S 
hence vanish. From Erdelyi, et al, (1953) the leading terms of 
as 2 —> oo are given by 
lo.loj 
i A- r rl%f) 
. lif z" 
-2 I iff The non-leading terms of as z —>• oc depend upon z ^ , 
S _ . _ ^ 
z~ ^ ^ , and increasingly negative powers and can easily be seen to 
give no contribution to the right side of Eq, 8,17* Then the use of 
Eq# 8.18 yields 
B'-f C.,,.0 
Z-OÛ 
^-(3 
1\ 
iicTcr) 
%e 
I V[i + \^ï-vn) rlzj (8.19) 
r u(r) r w )  
I ni +w-Tn] ] 
after some manipulation of terms 
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Thus Eq. 8.17 can be -written in the form 
(8.20) 
"^1 -^-\<r "z-iG 
= Im 1 Vim 
L J z^oo 4 (T ' ) 
+'Rd ^ Vm Sw[t<r-v<5')ln2zl 
•>" *^n ) liw tos£iis-«') \.h2i] 
+ He \ M.'','®',<«)( Urn s'>if\[U-a')ln2i3 
Where . , = \ ri\^) Vl\g') , 
The orthogonality integral with function f ( d *) is now considered 
in the following manner: 
= Im Cdf' fK) Im Ujn/.M)] 
X-»0O ^ ^ % (^(1+ G') 
t l\*'\ i IG") su-\[(.s-^s')x"\ 
X-^-Xi " TT [ff + ff') 
° ' -n(,5-a') 
4 litn jW) %. ! hiv'',w)] 
(8.21) 
where the substitution x=ln 2z has been made. Each of the four 
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terms on the right side of the preceding equation will be examined 
closely. 
By defining Ç + G" ' = p , 
^ ' (8.22) 
one can "write for the first two terms of the right side of Eq. 8,21 : 
_O0 _aO 
Im \ dp ccj; ox -v Urn \ df ^>1/=) = Q (8.23) 
according to MacRobert (19li-7)» He states that each of the terms in 
Eq. 8.23 equals zero if the functions g( p ) and h( p ) satisfy 
Dirichlet's Conditions: (1) the function is continuous in the interval 
under consideration exc^t perhaps for a finite number of finite dis­
continuities; (2) the function has only a finite number of turning 
points in the interval. Hence the requirement for the "validity of 
Eq. 8.23 is that the function f( (j ' ) must obey Dirichlet's Conditions 
in the interval (0, (X) ). 
The third term on the right side of Sj, 8,21 is examined next. By 
defining ^ = 6"'- CT 
^ ^ip) = Tvn (G.2b) 
one can express the term as 
- i"vw\ 5 dp ^ C05 pK = - Uvn / r [ r f ] ci/5 3k) cospx (G"25) 
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Again if f( (j ') is assumed to satisfy Dirichlet's Conditions in the 
interval (0, oo ), then obviously the function " p' obeys the condi-g( P ) e 
tions in the intervals (-<y 6 ) and ) and one has 
llxn ( 5 ^  Ç \ ^ cospx = 0 (8.26) 
according to MacRobert ( 19lt7 ) « If the function f( <y') is assumed to 
be analytic in the interval > 0^+ 6 ), 6 small, the function 
g( p ) is then analytic in the interval (-6 ,+ 6 ). By making the 
Taylor expansion 
= gU) ->• P 9'k) +- £ ^"lo) + ... _ (8.27) 
one can irrite the remaining part of the third term as 
- IvYA c dp cospx 
*-€ , te 
= -Inn 5'U)(dp coS|>x ->• f p df 
X  L  — £ / ^  — é  2 1  — g  _ l ,  
Since is an odd function of p , the first integral on the right 
side of the above equation is 
''I = 0 (G.29) 
The second, third, and subsequent integrals vanish according to the 
r 
folloifing integral from I-IacRobert (19U7): 
Urn Ç^4)(u) ecs vnu cia = Q (8.30) 
-^a 
if <^(u.) satisfies Dirichlet's Conditions in the interval (a,b). Hence 
the third term of the right side of Eq* 8.21 makes zero contribution. 
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The fourth and last term of Eq. 8.21 is to be studied in the same 
manner as for the third term. One defines 
p = <î'-<S 
r 1 (8.31) 
V\Vp) % 41^') "Re J 
and writes the teim as 
['\xf\ Cd/j hlf) smpx = lim / y + ( smpx . (8.32) 
X-»<50 A.Q- P x->«> \ -é -ife ' P 
For f( (J-') in the interval (0, oo ) and hence ^ in (-(J 6 ) 
p-6 
and (+ € , "TO ) obeying Dirichlet's Conditions, the integrals \ and 
POO 
equal zero. Assuming analyticity for f ( <y' ) in the interval 
( - 6 9 (j + é ), one has h( p ) analytic in the interval (-6- 5+ ^  ) 
and cam make the Taylor expansion 
\^[f) = Kit.) t P k,' W +£k"U) +-•• . (8.33) 
Then 
lim V àp sinpX 
-^-6 " 
+6 46 ^6 
~ K\X)) V ^ psînpX àp t 
Only the first integral on the right side of the above equation is non­
zero. It gives 
Vw Vilt) [ dp _ lY KM = çu) "Re UK-5 
11 
cr s\nK[Tï(î) 
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by use of the definition of A( (jT ,-0" ,m) and of the foUowing gamma 
function relationship from ErdaLyi, et al. (1953): 
PU) ri-z) = - TT Z"* . (8.36) 
The second, third, and subsequent integrals go to zero according to 
MacRobert's proof: 
UYA ^ 4 W sm wvA &U. =0 (8.37) 
Vf\—»<xi 0-
for (u) satisfying Dirichlet's Conditions in (a,b). 
Thus the only non-zero contribution to the integral of Eq. 8.21 is 
given by the expression in Bq, 8.35* One finally has 
urn cls' i w) f v?"". u) (j' (z) az = jlik] — 
which is the desired orthogonality relationship. Letting 
d J <T' —^ ^  one obtains Eq» 8.9 as stated. 
C, Expansions in Terms of the Associated Conical Functions 
The orthogonality property of the associated conical functions 
. [ccsKu") suggests the possibility that arbitrary functions of the 
1 1 
parameter u can be expanded in terms of them. This is in fact 
established here by use of the Titchmarsh theory (1962) of eigenfunction 
expansions. 
There has been some previous work related to this subject of expan­
sions by use of conical functions, Banerji (1938) gave the follotjing 
expansion theorem for functions F(x) which can be written in the 
fom F(x) = C : 
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oo 
FltosV'V) = I a 
T=o 2. V ' (8.39) 
•where 
siv»K<^ C.D; 6^ ; 
1 rT( . (8.L0) 
(Xp - ^2.Y^ J s\wV\(^ &4 
The main, drawbaclc of the above series expansion is that the argument ^  
is limited to the interval 0 6 ^  6 TT . Mehler (l88l) has presented 
the inversion formulas; 
ÎU) = ( ix) 
' ^0 ' (8.1,1) 
c = u) ix 
2 T 
for functions f(x) expressible as 
Ç (x) = (x-y ] ^ ^ S > 2 )  \ ^ X < < 7 0 ^  - < P 0 < V ^ < \  , C8.U2) 
Similar to Mehler's work is the foUoifing theorem given by Fock (19ii3): 
If a function (x), where 1 6 x < A3 , is such that there exists 
an integral C \ ^  ^ X ^ then for every point x, in. whose neighbor-
hood ^ (x) has a bounded variation, there holds 
Y Ylx-o)] = <i(* , (G'k]) 
where 
fit.) = ,u) vvw a . (8.1A) 
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There are generalizations of the Mehler formulas "whereby the associated 
conical function is the kernel of the integral inversion formulas: 
then fix) = -ïï"'X sink X )|rii - h x) .W 6y (8.U6) 
or conversely» These formulas are listed in a book by Magnus, et al. 
(1966). 
In none of the previous work listed above has there been an estab­
lishment of a general expansion theorem for the associated conical 
functions: that the functions ^ , .^(cosh u) form a conplete set over 
the u-parameter space in the interval (0, 00 ) -with weight function 
sinh u. Titchmarsh's (1962) eigenfunction expansion theory can be used 
to show that any arbitrary function of parameter u which is square-
integrable in the interval (0, 00 ) can be expanded in terras of the 
functions ^ (cosh u). This is the work in the remainder of the 
-z'ï 
section. The theory, results, and most of the notation is that of 
Titchmarsh (1962) for second-order ordinary differential operators. A 
paper by Sarginson (19U6) is found to be a very helpful guide to the 
actual application of the Titchmarsh theory. 
The Titchmarsh eigenfunction expansion theory is simply the applica­
tion of the Cauchy contour integration method to the general singular case 
of the Sturm-Liouville expansion. A function ^ (x, A ) which satisfies 
the second-order differential equation 
(8.U7) 
^ 1)1 ÎU) 
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is constructed in terms of two solutions and Mf' of the eigenvalue 
equation 
(^L-A)w = 0 . (8.W) 
is well-behaved at one endpoint of variable x and. ^  at the other. 
Integration of ^ (x, X ) aroimd a large contour in the conplex 
X -plane gives f(x)a the arbitrary function, Tlie singularities of 
 ^(x, X ) on the real axis determine whether one gets a series expan­
sion, an integral expansion, or both. 
The details of the expansion theorem are noif given. The associated 
conical functions satisfy the eigenvalue equation 
(L- X )g = 0 , (8.1:9) 
(8.50) 
where j •» 
L = - _ - cothu 2^ + ^  ' 
H 
This equation can be written in the standard Titchraarsh form of 
[ + ( )'' = 0 , (8.51) 
where ^ 
= ëHï5rïï)'i'^<^> 
( X ~ ^) • 
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Since q(u) —> 0 as u —^ co , there is a continuous spectrum in the 
interval (0, oo ) of 7V -•values uith a point-spectrum (possibly null) in. 
the interval (0,-oo ) (Titchmarsh 1962), One makes the definitions 
F^,U,X) = e'" àt ^ (8.53) 
' y îwa) "it x < d) 
— oo ; (8.51;) 
where X is a complex variable and f (u,t) is a solution of the partial 
differential equation 
Lf = i . (8.55) 
ot 
The function f(u,t) reduces to arbitrary function f(u) "when t=0. 
The functions F^(u, X ) and F (u, X ) obey the equations 
(L- X ) X ) = ' (8.56) 
(L- \ ) F (u, X ) = - f (u) (8.57 ) 
and have the general form of 
^ 0 L c 14,6) U WyU,©) J ^ 
(8.58) 
where (u, X ) and 0(u, X ) are solutions of the eigenvalue 
equation 
(L- X )g = 0 (8.59) 
which are not divergent for u=0 and u= (X) , respectively, and where 
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is the Hronskian evaliiated at u=y: 
W, W,e) = £ 6U,x) - bcm.x) i $(u,x)]^  (6.60) 
The solutions <3Ç (u, A ) and 0 (u, X ) for operator L defined by 
Eq, 8.3I1 are 
er. 2 
e e w a )  = '- , 
(8.61) 
(8.62) 
where [X') 4 (with Ira V > 0) ^ (8.63) 
For the above equations m is integral and and ^ are the asso­
ciated conical functions of the first and second kinds respectively. 
The I'hronskian is 
The inverse formula to Eqs. 8,53 and 8.5U gives f(u,t): 
1 / + pU*+oo \ . s + 
çiu.t) = u^r 5 - f m 
lc-(50 ic*-"® y 
•where c > 0 and c ' < 0 and where F (u, A. ) = -F (u, A ) has been 
1 
used. By writing the preceding equation in terms of a ' = A 
and malcing the notational substitution ^ (u, X' ) in place of 
F^(u, A')) sets 
• u.)-'( CI - cr, ) 
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The only singularity of ^ (u, A ' ) is a branch point at the origin 
X'=0, There are no poles on the negative real axis and hence no 
point-spectrum. Hence Eq, 8,66 can be "written as 
Since 
= 4>(u,X'e'") (8.68) 
2 2. -2-r ' 
6Kx'e-")= e"" 
2 i 
= e™'  ^ (p» (8.69) 
2 Y ~^-]£ 
 ^ 2. 
= e(u,Xe'"') -l5inU¥')lni-m4")|' ^ 
one can une Bq. 3.08 to vjrite: 
 ^ 'I' fef  ^
By substituting the preceding equation into Bq. 8,67, setting t?=0> and 
letting X'~ i one obtains the final result 
. . - .\2 
•f[vx] = ^ + (8.71) 
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for the expansion of an arbitrary function f(u) in terms of associated 
conical functions# The expansion theorem is valid provided that f (u) 
is square-integrable in the interval (0, 00 ), The form of the above 
expansion is exactly as suggested by the orthogonality property of the 
associated conical functions given by Eq, 8» 10. Also the results of the 
expansion theorem agree vri-th the generalized Mehler formulas expressed 
by Bqs. 8,ii5 and 8.ii6. 
The expansion given by Bq, 8.71 can be used to make a further argu­
ment for the orthogonality of two associated conical functions corre­
sponding to different , which was established in the previous section 
of this chapter. For a set f(u) equal to \j (cosh u), one writes 
for Eq. 8.71 the following; 
^ (8.%)) 
• j s'vYih y 
2 T 
\W 
One sees that ^ (cosh u) is expressed as a linear combination of 
-ï'f 
functions with coefficient proportional to the integral 
y sinh y dy. Clearly the coefficient must be zero 
unless 
D. Ebgansions in Terms of the 0(3,0) Harmonic Functions 
The harmonic function solutions given by Eqs, 6.38 and 6.^2 with 
A set equal to zero are to be examined closely: 
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• n\' r + -12 
W.w" ^ ( 
ov^ 
zi.l-.'a«) - i ç.w 
W,wi" 
• 5;"uu-) . 
where p = and q = "2^^ • functions ) 
correspond to a final orientation such that the rotated coiiplex three-
vector z' (z*') lies along the 3-axis. If the conçlex numbers p and q 
r 0^ 
are complex conjugates of each other, then the functions are 
identical -with except for a phase factor. If p and q are 
n OV 
equal to each other, the relationship is slightly different: j „ fx/ p 0 -V •#• 
and T-pV' are the same except for a phase factor. The exact rela­
tionships between the ^ y^" cannot be found until the sym­
metry relations of the coupling coefficients have been derived. 
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/-y OV ^2. 
Orthogonality of the ^-^and ^  jx*\ factions can be studied by use 
of the folloifing orthogonality properties of the ^ ^ 
(O . 
\^z^i ' (8.75) 
- Ml X X X 
% &L 
^ Wtiv ^'•m\i\" ^ w ^ (8.76) 
.oO 
2 Z 1 
_ (Slv-v') (8.77) 
The first of the above equations is found in any standard angular momen­
tum textbook (see for example. Rose 1957). Tlie orthogonality property 
for the (^'^„^follows readily from the corresponding property for the 
standard d-matrices, and the orthogonality of the associated conical 
functions was established in Section B. 
— oV "2^ oV 
It is easily seen that neither the functions nor the z: juv 
functions form an orthogonal set over the four-parameter space; that is, 
r^oV tOV'-*- 1„ , 
neither the integral J the integral 
gives the delta functions y ^ times constants. In both 
cases the sum over m-values does not remove the (^-functions as needed to 
establish orthogonality. As expected, neither set of functions is square-
integrable over the four-parameter space. 
However, there does exist orthogonality of the form: 
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where dX = ^ sin B dadM>d6d4> , 
o6iv.i) - 2 cpo^i^h^ii^y(at*?o\a?io' » (s.??) 
p-
if P=q . (8.80) 
h 
The 0L( V ,j) is proportional to either the sim ^ ^ 
or the sim ^ ^ 1% jP ) \ .As mentioned in Chapter 7> both of 
these STJins should give finite constants. The appearance of delta-function 
normalization in the integral given by Eq, 8.78 reflects the non-coupact 
nature of the complex rotation group. 
The orthogonality property expressed by Eq. 8.78 suggests that only 
certain functions of the four-parameter space of the complex rotation 
group can be expanded in terms of either the 7-1 the £jn\ • 
For suitable functions f(u, ^  , S , 4* ), one can -write 
c.„^v) ^ (8.81) 
where the expansion coefficients s-re given by 
Ci^lv) = 5 z°r(u'.r,«',if) dT' 
iflth ___. 
M CctlilT) 
% oy 
Similarly in order to expand in terms of the ^ functions, one pro-
BV jects out with the £. to find the expansion coefficients. This 
differs from the usual form of an expansion theorem but is a direct 
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consequence of the orthogonality property given by Eq, 8.78, Although the 
orthogonality does not define a conventional state space, the i- and 
^ ^ functions still do carry the (0, >) ) irreducible representation 
of the complex rotation group, 
A closer examination is now made of the class of functions which can 
£oV . One can write the expand­
able functions as 
or, alternatively 
"iihere il is used for the Euler angles# Then if f (u, , 6 , $ ) has 
the expansion given by Eq, 8,81, it follows that 
I 2 
Hence 
Z 5 (8.87) 
must bo 5 quaro-integrable over the u-parameter space in order that the 
expansion expressed by Eq, 8,81 be valid. It is seen that the functions 
f(u, ^  , 8 , ) which can be expanded in terms of the them­
selves not square-intograble, A similar analysis for the functions 
expandable in terms of the 7^ can be done. 
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m, , Tiiat the do not form a complete set of 
functions over the u, , 0 , -parameter space is quite obvious. The 
set that is complete over the foiir-parameter space can easily be found. 
It was proven in the last section that the associated conical functions 
[y (cosh 2u) form a con^lete set over the u-parameter space. 
2 '"T . ^ 
Also it is well established that the rotation matrices ^ ( V , B ,4>) 
vuw 
form a complete set in the space of the Euler angles. Thus any arbitrary 
square-integrable function W (u,. ^  , 0 , ^ ) can be expanded as 
I'') (S.88) 
where the expansion coefficients are given by 
r . (8.89) 
with plTH p-K ^2.^ \ dt = \ aw smD \ # \ smh du . 
' " (8.90) 
Thus it is the functions (toshlu) y. which form a complete 
set over the u, , G ,4) -parameter space. 
Regarded as a mathematical complete set of functions suitable for use 
in the expansion of physical quantities such as scattering amplitudes^ 
one would most naturally choose the expansion given by Eq. 8.88. On the 
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other hand, if one wishes to follow the original motivation of 
exploiting symmetry properties, it is the expansion given by Eq. 8,8l 
which properly isolates the transformation properties -under the coirç)lex 
rotation group. 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS 
Three sets of functions of parameters u, \y , 0 , -which act as 
carriers of the unitary irreducible representations of the complex rota-
rs^ 
tion group have been found. The sets ^  and Z as given by Bqs» 8.73 
and ô»7h respectively may be used in expansion theorems. However, the 
class of functions which may be expanded is somewhat unusual, Square-
integrable functions may not be expanded, whereas there exists a class of 
functions, as discussed in Section D of Chapter 8, which may be expanded. 
The sets Z. and Z. are reciprocal to each other in a certain sense. 
The third set of functions as given by Eqs. 6.21 and 6.22 with =0 
perhaps may be used for expanding a square-integrable function. However, 
no expansion theorem has been proved for these functions. 
Thus the immediate mathematical problem dealing with the conçlex 
rotation group, as mentioned, in Section A of Chapter 1, has received a 
partial solution. However it remains to be seen whether the sets of 
harmonic functions might be useful for physical problems. For example, 
does a realistic scattering aitç)litude have the appropriate properties for 
expansion in terms of the sets and 2 ? This would have to be tested 
using a simple model such as the Yukawa potential. If the rather strin-
gent conditions necessary for an expansion in % or Z: are not met, this 
would raise the question of whether one should further study the third set 
of functions, 
A further topic of study is the relationship between the three sets 
of harmonic functions. As mentioned in Chapter the corresponding sets 
for the group R(U) are all equivalent, ' The group R(U) is however compact. 
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whereas the complex rotation group 0(3,G) and the Lorentz gro'up L(l;) 
are not» The fact that new features come in, particularly the apparent 
nonequivalence of the three sets of functions, comes as no great surprise. 
Another possible topic is to consider alternative approaches to 
finding the harmonic functions associated with the complex rotation group. 
One possible attack immediately comes to mind. Consider the complex 
three-vector Z = A + 1 in some standard form, i.e. with fixed 
length and direction. Then by studying the Lie algebra of the group one 
would hope to find a two-parameter subgroup of 0(3, C) "which leaves Z. 
invariant. Next the complex rotation group must be parametrized with 
these as two of the six parameters, say and QC^ where 
(DCWCj'm') ( 0-1' «-2' «-3' "'S' 
representation of the coTiplex rotation operator. The other four param­
eters can be interpreted similar to the UL , , 8 , and ^ used in 
this thesis e The harmonic functions would be a special case of 
cB" «•!' ='2' ®3' "'ll' (X^) such that the OC 5 
and dependence vanishes. This approach would be exactly analogous 
to the spherical harmonic function as a special case of the R(3) matrix 
representation: Y™" ( ^  ,ot, ) C<. \) ^^  ( oJ. , ^ , Ï ). 
A few possible non-relativistic and relativistic scattering applica­
tions for future investigation are now briefly discussed: 
(1 ) Non-relativistic. One could consider elastic scattering in the 
center of mass system from initial momentum Jk to final momentum k . 
The idea would be to choose a complex three-vector Z ( ) such 
that and the corplex orientation of % specifies both and 
cos 0 , where © is the scattering angle. Then an analysis of the 
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scattering ançtlitude would give an explicit display of the and 
cos 6 dependent terms. The first two cases to try would be to regard: 
(a) final momentum as a special case of the complex three-vector, 
and (b) Z = ( ^  + 4^.') + i( K. - £')• 
(2) Relativistic» The original motivation as stated in Chapter 1 
was for the application of crossing symmetry in relativistic theory. 
This requires the couplez Lorentz group L(UjC) which is identical to the 
group 0(3,1 JC), One should be able to develop a theory of 0(3,1 ,C) by 
showing the close relationship of the Lie algebra of 0(3,1,0) to that 
of ii(it) X il(U), the direct product of two R(li) groups. Since the rotation 
group in four dimensions R(U) is well imderstood, one would then be able 
to understand the group 0(3,1,0). However, before embarking on this pro­
gram one should first clear up the remaining problems concerning the 
coirrolex rotation groiç> 0(3,0). 
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Xn. APPEND]! 
In this appendix an alternative method of finding the harmonic 
functions of the conçlex rotation groiç) 0(3>C) is presented* The follow­
ing treatment is heuristic, with no pretense of being rigorous. 
The operators Y and Q are defined in terras of the generators 
J and K of the conçlex rotation groi^ç): 
P  7  + i K  )  ,  ( 1 2 . 1 )  
Q = ^ ( J - 1 K ) . (12.2) 
They obey the commutation rules of two commuting angular momentum 
operators : 
\?±' ° ' (12.3) 
\Pi'Pj] =i^i3kPk ' 
LQi' Qj] = ^  ^ ijkQk • (12.2) 
The Casimir operators of the conçlex rotation group are expressed as 
' F  =  ^  (  -  K ) = F  +  Q .  y  ( 1 2 . 6 )  
G = T 'K = -i( P - Q^) • (12.7) 
Each 0(3,0) irreducible representation is labeled by the pair of indices 
( 5 V )» where •• - 1 and T «K = S.V for 
the ( il ^ \) ) representation# The label is positive integral, half-
integral, or zero whereas "0 is any real number. Alternatively, an 
0(3,0) irreducible representation can be labeled by the pair (p,q). 
I l l  
where Ç = p(p+1 ) and Ct = q(q+1 ) for the (p^q) representation* The 
correspondence between the labels is as follows: 
P = ) , (1S.8) 
q = _ (12.9) 
Distead of atteinpting to find direct solutions of the eigenvalue 
equations expressed explicitly in terms of four parameters one can obtain 
solutions by a dose examination of the ( + Q, ) and ( ) 
operators. Relationships between the operators P and Q and the com-
A A -
plex three-vectors Z and Z can be established: 
P = -i( 2 * ) , (12.10) 
Q = -i( Z* X ) , (12.11) 
where the conçlex three-vector Z is defined as before to be 
Z = X + ijt (12.12) 
TJith = 1 , (12.13) 
= 0 . (12.1U) 
T? 
L and Q can be interpreted as the "angular momentum" operators 
A 
corresponding to the complex three-vectors Z and Z respectively. It 
follows that a set of ei^enfunction solutions to the pair of operators 
( + Q ) and ( ? - Q ) would consist of a product of generalized 
spherical harmonic functions: 
(12.15) 
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•where the and. are conçlex generalizations of the 
^herical harmonic functions correspondit^ to operators Ç and Q 
respectively. They have the form: 
ij-v.,», 
where is the associated Legendre function with m, and 6 
imrestricted. The angle variables 0£ > j , and describing 
the positions of Z. and % * are complez and are related by 0* = ( 0^+)* 
and (^£= ( . Hereafter the subscripts on the angle -variables will 
be dropped. The labels p, q, m^, and are all conplex; p and q 
are given by Eqs. 12.8 and 12.9 and since P ^  ~ The 
m--values must be conçlex in order to irisure the presence of a fourth angle 
variable. Howe-ver, if active ro^bations of the conçlex three-vectors are 
made so that the azinruthal angles ( 's) become real, then the m-valnes 
also become real. This is necessary in order for the ro^fca-fced solutions 
to satisfy the eigenvalue equations. 
The relationship between the generalized spherical harmonic functions 
corresponding to the original orien^bation of % and Z and the functions 
corresponding to the new orientation of the vectors after an active rota­
tion through ( 0(. , ^ % ) is as follows: 
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This becomes 
= 2 Us (12.18) 
by use of the conplex generalization of the CLebsch-Gordan series (Andrews 
and Qcaason 196U). In the preceding equations, the , B* , and 
are the angles describing the rotated, vectors; the labels and 
' are both real and are either integral or half-integral: the ff ^ * 
represent rotation matrices with complex angular momentum; and the 
( Wg I ^2 ^ ^  ) are complex generalizations of the R(3) 
CLebsch-Gordan coefficients. In cotç)led foim (assuming that the complex 
coiçling coefficients have a similar orthogonality property as do the 
ordinary coefficients), the harmonic function solutions can be written as 
(12.19) 
•(wwlnw)' 
Three different sets of solutions can be obtained by making three choices 
of final orientation for the conplex three-vectors. 
For a final orientation such that Re z = A lies along the 3-a3dLs 
K —• 
and Im Z = yi lies along the l-aadLs, the an^e parameters are 
0' = ill = ©* ' , V = 0, and $* ' = "ïï . 
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The corresponding 0(3,0) harmonic functions are 
^ (12.20) 
I I 
• (WiS 1 n j»' )' (cl,?.!(), 
If the complex three-vectors % and % , with orientation of X 
along the 3-a3d.s and p along the 1-axis, are given an additional pure 
imaginary rotation of + iu about the 2-azis, they become 
i » z' = L 
Z » C Z ) - tjC-i siuh 2u) + i (cosh 2u) . 
/»• I A jc I 
Obviously Z lies along the 3-axis and ( Z ) lies in the 3-1 plane at 
an angle of 2iu with respect to the 3-axis. The angle variables in this 
case are 0 = 0  ,  B  = 2iu, , and ^ = TT , Then 
I B ' , 1 % ' ^  f  )  OC  ^  2 * )  ^  ( 1 2 . 2 2 )  
The new Euler an^es o(! > ^ V are related to the old Euler angi as • 
OL , ^ a by 
jQ 1 
where oL^„ r^resent the matrix elements for complex rotations about 
the 2-axis. %e harmonic function solutions are 
<u (12.2W 
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For the third set of solutions one makes an additional piire imaginary 
rotation of -iu about the 2-a3d.s for the conçlex three-vectors Z and 
Z. from their orientation of A along the 3-axis and ^ along the 
1-axis to a new orientation: 
% > Z' = I, (i sinh 2u) + L (cosh 2u) , 
z ' — t ,  .  
Obviously ( "Z* ) lies along the 3-axis -while Z* lies in the 3-1 plane at 
an angle of 2iu with respect to the 3-axis# For this final orientation 
the angle variables are 0* = 2iu, 0 =0, ^ =0, and . Then 
.(12.26) 
The new Euler an^es ct" 9 t t can be related to the old Euler an^es 
CC J ^ a through the following: 
IS") = I 
The corresponding harmonic function solutions are 
^ vfi'jVn" ^ ^ ' 
(12.28) 
